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Chihuahua Will Remain Loyal
El Paso, JXex-- May 2 Federal forces in Chihuahua state are not
to turn against the Huerta government unless General Felix Diaz
should succeed in reaching an agreement with the revolutionists. Constitutionalist agents here, however, believe General Trucy Aubert, the federal commander in Coahuila and Nue-v-o
Leon, is more apt to make a direct
understanding with the insurgents.
Arrivals from Coahuila report that
General Aubert has done everything
but actually assist the followers of
the insurgents of Governor Carranza,
v ho are not prone to press the campaign against the federals for that
reason. But the condition in Chihuahua is different, largely owing to the
strong feeling aroused against General Antonio Rabago on account of the
killing of Ahran Gonzales, the old governor.
Eduardo Hay, colonel of insurrectos
under Madero, and member of the
chamber of deputies in the Madero
administration, arrived here today
from San Antonio, Texas.
Hay, who
is considered one of the strongest orthe constitutionalist
ganizers of
movement, wiU form a epresentative
committee along the border to deal
with the political workings of the
movement. He recently conferred
with Governor Carranza, commander-in-chie- f
of the revolution. It was Hay
who enlisted Carranza in the Madero
revolution at its beginning two years
,
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"SHAH BATTLL"
SO SAYS REPRESENTATIVE
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FOR
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The fight over

2.

the' proposed reduction of duties
citrus fruits opened today's debate
the tariff bill in the house.
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EVERY BOOSTER

FINAL VOTE ON THIS ACT WILL
BE TAKEN MONDAY,' IT IS
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LEADS
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HOLD

WOUNDED.

IS ASKED TO BE

PRESENT TO SHOW APPRE-

CHINA RECOGNIZED

EXPECTED

CIATION

OF WORK DONE.

A number of delegates from CaliSacramento, Calif., May 2. An
UNITED-- STATES fornia who have been in Kansas City
o
amendment to the Webb
attending the meeting f the Nationland bill permitting in- the
al
Old Trails association will pa&a
to
lease
aliens
agricultural
eligible
a period not exceeding CHARGE WILLIAMSON PEKING DE- through. Las Vegas tonight on. train
for
property
'
No. 9 en route from Kansas City on
LIVERS WILSON'S
MESSAGE
three years was adopted by the
their way home. At the meeting at
TO YUAN SHI KAI
senate at noon by a
Kansas City it was decided that the
vote and the bill was sent tc
Washington, May - The new Chi- Ocean to Ocean Highway should take
the printer with emergency rush
der the malicious damage act.
. ' nese republic was formally recognized the route that will pass tbrougfi Las
orders.
The prisoners included "General"
the tcday by the United States. Charge Vegas, and other New Mexico cities.
Mrs. Flora Diummoud, Jliss Harriett
Under
ordinary conditions
In consideration of this fact and that
llobert Kerr, Miss Agues Lake, Miss
amended bill could not be ready for Williams at Peking, cabled tnat he
Rachael Barrett, Miss Laura Lennox,
final action before next week, but the had delivered the formal recognition, the efforts of the California delegates
as he was authorized to do upon com- were instrumental in securing this acMiss Beatrice Saunders and Miss Anmajority leaders had arranged in adarplete
organization of the new govern- tion, the Commercial ciub has decidwas
it
were
aud
also
nie Kenney. With them
vance for quick action,
ment. The formal recognition of the ed to meet the train tonight and exba
would
new
the
copy
that
Clayton, the analytical chemist taken
ranged
was extended when tend to these gentlemen the thanks
into custody last night at Richmond,
back from the printer in time for a United Eltates
to Presi- ana appreciation of La3 Vegas for the
aud Sidney Drew, the printer of yesfinal vote Monday. The majority lead- Charge Williams delivered
- Kal the following work
Shih
Yuan
dent
they have accomplished.
ers made good the delay to the extent
terday's issue of "The Suffragette,"
from
Wilson.
President
message
Ocean to Ocean Highway will
The
of
their
a
was
who
copy
arrested this morning.
of practically sending
"The government and the people mean more to Las Vegas inmu can
Some interesting documents seized
amendments to the printer before the
of the United States of America, hav- be anticipated at present, as it will
matter came before the senate.
by the police were read by the proing abundantly testified their sym- be a big factor In advertising tne, city.
were
counsel.
intended
bill
and
secuting
They
The decision to amend the
pathy with the people of China upon With the completion of the irriga
to show Clayton's connection with the
to
further
time
same
at the
prevent
their,
assumption of the attributes and tion project and other Improvements
conOne
of them was
militant movement.
a
n TP crnrofmninf
m ?fv nn. tlai
jJ nnn'om erf
s
"
Las
Tnlmsnri.
advertising is
addressed to Miss Annie Kenney and
uwilmamnr
ferenoe
at
this
when
the
portune
repretime,
needs.
Senator
and
Webb
regretted the delay in supplying
General
Attorney
sentative national assembly has met
some chemical preparations she had
The impetus that the California
floor leader of the upper
Boynton,
to discharge the higb duty of setting
have given to this move
asked for.
delegates
house.
the seal of full accomplishment upon ment haa been
are very
"The exact proportions
great, and It is the
both
bill
The original
prohibited
the aspirations of the Chinese people
of the Las Vegas citizens to
to get " it said, adding:
difficult
duty
but
upon
holds,
lease
and
ownership
that I extend, in the name of my gov meet the train
"Please burn this."
tonight, snake hands
nf v'Mont prntpfjs from
tlm
and of my countrymen, a
ernment,
with the delegates and tnank them
Another document bearing Clayton's
sewould
be
that
Interests
land
large
greeting of welcome to the new China for their efforts.
name suggested a widespread scheme
riously affected if leases were elimin- thus entering into the family of naof false fire alarms, and still another
The Commercial club members will
ated, it was thought best to make this tions.
gave a list of seyen timber yards in
meet
the train and all other citizens
before
bill
the
in
specific exemption
taking this step I entertain the are
Ijondon which "lend themselves partito be present and show
final passage.
requested
for
it
up
bringing
that
confident
bope and expectation
TODAY IN CONGRESS
that this 1b a boostiCa'Ufornians
cularly well to attack."
the
measure
make
the
amenments
The
in perfecting a republican
form
In a third letter Clayton said he
identical with the hill introduced in of government the Chinese na- ng- city and' appreciates the value of
had a list of cotton manufacturers in
Ocean to Ocean highway passing
the assembly last night.
to
the highest the
tion will attain
Washington, May 2. Senate: Not
London, "whose premises I will inLas Vegas. These delegates
trrough
degree of development and well be- will
spect during the few days and report." in session. Meets Monday.
pass
through on train No. 9
all
of
established
the
the
and
rule
in
Sacramento
ing,
Territories committee began hearBryan Will Stay
here at 6:35 o'clock and
arrives
which
The chief officer of the National
of China which pass to
Washington, May 2. Secretary Bry- obligations
25 minutes. Everybody 13 reHealth Insurance commission at Buck- - ing on Alaskan railway problem.
stays
in
will
House: Resumed reading of tariff an telegraphed he had reconsidered the provisional government
quested to be at the depot at 6:15
mimiu uaiB was ttisio suesitiu
rule for amend- his purpose to start at once for Wash- turn pass to and be observed by the o'clock.
under
good place to attack. A plan of thejbil1
schedule being com- ington and would remain in Sacra- government established by the assembuilding was given with details as to ment, agricultural
That the Californians are anxious
mento until the alien land legislation bly."
the entrances, and windows and a sug- pleted.
to meet the Las Vegas highway enthe
infer
is concluded. Officials here
thusiasts is shown by the fact that
gestion was made as to how an oper-ulo- r
AN IRRIGATION CONFERENCE
secretary feels he has not exhausted
throw
a
in
kindled
Colonel R. E. Twite-hel- l
this morning'
paraffin
might
inVOTES ARE
Washington, Jlay 2. More thau liw his resources, and still hopes to
torch."
received a telegram from the chairin accordance
The oflice of the health commission representatives of water users iu Die fluence the legislation
man of the delegation informing him
views.
administration
and
with
the
sections
representatives
at Queen Anne's Gate was also indioat irrigated
that the coast staters would be here
ed as vulnerable, the letter stating and officials of the reclamation seron train No. 9 this evening.
"there is a tremendous store of paper vice and the interior departmeut 'were
"We would like to meet tne road
present late today at the second sesDEFEATED
SCHOOL DIRECTORS
and stationery there."
said the telegram.
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sion of the conference on irrigation,
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There
are
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SUIT AGAINST JUDGES.
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It
that
likely
inarrangements
party.
The session was given up to
w ill be nrade to reserve for them a
formal talks by the representatives of
Nasario Quintaua, Scferino Vigil
WHO'S WHO IN
table at the Castaneda.
the water users, who spoke of the
and Leaudro Esquibel have filed suit special
MERCHANDISING
various problems which the farmers TURKISH COMMANDER WHIPPED In the district court of San Miguel
o
in the irrigation regions are eu4ed
AT SCUTARI DECLARES AU- - ' county against Faustin Silva,
When a manufacturer peron to solve. The laws governing the
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that tlio election of the latter as
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Athens, Greece, May 2. A letter school directors of district No. 17,
tip is how to market it; how to
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of excellence.
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Kansas City, May 2. To rob the
Joplin millionaire, Jesse M. Short,
w as the real
object o the giant bandit who held up a Kansas City Southern passenger train in the Kansas
City suburbs eurly today, and the
"holding up" of several other passengers was merely incidental, according
to the theory of the police whs instigated a thorough search for the
robber today.
After a lively duel with Mr. Short
in the narrow Pullman the robber fell
off the train wounded, carrying $1,000
of Short's money and the wealthy
mine owner was left lying in his
berth with three' bullets in his body.
.Physicians attending Short at a
local hospital say he will recover unless unforseen complications arise.
According to a telegram sent the
police early today from Grand View,
Mo., by C. G. Gibson, conductor of the
train, which continued on its way
south, the total amount of loot obtained amounted to $1,100' la money
and a $32 diamond.
Of this Gibson said Mr. Short lost
$1,000, W. J. Scafer of Neck City,
Mo., $65, and F. A. Seaman, Eureka
Springs, Ark., $33 and a diamond
stud. When daylight came the search
for the big robber went forward with
redoubled vigor.
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ROADMASTER IS KILLED:
Colby, Kan., May 2. Morris Dum-earoadmaster, was killed and En-
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and Pacific work train was wrecked
I
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Colonel Navarro, held prisoner
uou&umei.
day by United States troops near1
iteirebt'utauve
.uuidock, tne pros-- '
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leav
N.
that
M., reported
Hachita,
utiUCe u,d.L wmm'
'euUBt''
Save
ing Casus Grandes, General Jose Inezleuwe
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adiuimstrawve
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j
Salazar was held prisoner by
an
will
reacned
he
propose
troops. Navarro, who
tinous
creation
of a "leal,
the
to!"nloudmentIor
ws of Salazar's command, escaped
- Buam"
taritf commission,
the border surrendering himself toj"- "
f Uie United States,"
Pe18
the border patrol.
believe that here,
declared
Murdoek,
are
being organized
Auxiliary troops
j
at Juarez to, occupy the Casas Grandes "
It is a battle, but a
Ule tuml:
district. 'which has been left pract.ic-!o- u
sham battle."
ally unprotected by Salazars' troops.
ownAmerican mining, mill and ranch
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Chrismun,
over!
May 2.-Denver;
railway have become alarmed
from the
t
under
more'
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here,
the condition. At last reports
where
at
insane
Mo.,
Fulton,
asylum
than half of Salazar's force deserted,
ueen
ne
.uau
&eui
cuuviuuuu
alter
iiTroitonorl
hv
while the district is
murder in Kansas City, according to
Pancho Villa's band.
information received here from the
Missouri state authorities
today,
Constitutionalists.
Desertions From
ICrisman
wa s sentenced for a term
Nogales, Ariz., May 2. As soon as
it became evident that the constitu- of 10 years. Whiie in tne state prison,
tionalists had decided to leave Em- he quarreled with a rellow convict
tried to kill him. lie was theu
palme, a suburb across the1 bay from and
removed to the anjlum, according to
a
hot
the
Guerrero
opened
Guaymas,
fire over the town. As the last of the the story lie hiuiKelf tcld flu; police,
liifcurgcnt horsemen appeared over a
BULL KILLS A MAN
hill more than a mile uwny, b1k.II
of Die inomc,
D'.'i .'in
Valc.ime,
from the gnu boat burst over their
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over
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i
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London, May 2. Bow street court
was crowded this morning when a
band of six militant sufragettes, who
were arrested in the police raid on
the headquarters of the Woman's So
cial and Political Union on Wednesday were brought up before the
on a charge of conspiracy un-

The California delegation opposed
the proposed cutting of rates on lemons, limes, oranges and other citrus fruits, which, it claims, would be
injurious to their industry and open
the gates to the foreign fruit industry.
Attempts by Representatives Know-lan- d
and Hayes of California to raise
the rates on figs, raisins and olives
failed. The citrus fruit paragraph
brought a flood of amendments from
the republicans and progressives in
the California delegation. All were
defeated. Representative Rainey of
Illinois opposed the amendments, declaring that industry in California
needed no protection and that the
retes in the bill will not injure the
California lemon growers.
"The reason for lowering the rates
on. lemons,," charged Mr. Hayes, "is
10 secure tile Italian vote m me coun- !11
will have no effect on the
to -
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Washington, May

CAPTURED

LEASE

MAY

EITJOTH

' LONDON WEDNESDAY

Gunboat Shells Empalme.
Nogales, Ariz., May 2. Insurgent
state forces evacuated Empalme early today, after which the Mexican
gunboat El Guerrero began shelling
the Califronia gulf town preliminary
to a land movement from Guaymas,
where the federal garrison was
strongly reinforced yesterday. At
Empalme are many American railway men, including Superintendent
J. II. Temple of the Southern Pacific

Eagle Pass, Tex., May
of the Carranza regime announced
from the constitutional headquarters
at Piedras Negras today that General
Trucy Aubert, the Huerta leader in
Northwest Mexico, had joined forces
with Governor Carranza.
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Refugees in Galveston
Galveston, May 2. Thirteen women
A
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children, relatives of employes of CHEMIST MACE SUGGESTIONS HE
LOYAL
CHIHUAHUA PEGPLE
the Pearson company in Mexico, arrived here last night aboard the com
HELPED PICK OUT BUILDINGS TO RELIEVES PASSENGERS OF MONTO pany's
REMAIN TRUE
THEY WILL
yacht Beryl, which has been
EY AND VALUABLES TO THE
DESTROY AND FURNISHED
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT
placed at the disposal of employes of
AMOUNT OF $1,100.
the company for the removal of their
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families to this country because of
unsettled conditions in the southern
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arrive,
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tbe Santa Fe trail
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dedication of the memorial tablet
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er caravan on the plans, appropriate
Is mounted on a
phrases and dates
main
rose granite monument in the
unveiled
wiU.be
street of the town and
17.
during impressive services May of
hands
The work has been in the
D. A.
the Kansas City Chapter of tbe
Mrs.
association
Trail
Fe
R Santa
Miss
IS
the chairman,
John Van Brunt
chairElizabeth Butler Gentry, vice
man; Mrs. Gilmer Merriwether,W. .t.
sec-reta-

Mrs. F. D. Crabbs, Mrs.
A. R. Meyer,
Anderson, Mr

Mrs.
Welsh
Filton
Ben T. Harding and Mrs.
form the1 balance of the committee.
TraiVs
For the past four years the Old
of
Missouri,
women
committee and the
R., and those possessing
both
ahead
enough ipioneer interest to go
placing
been
busy
with the work, have
markers on the old trail within the
appropriation
Missouri limits. An
from the state legislature of $3,000
has. been invested in large rose granite markers until 29 of them dot the
D. A
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only fifty cents and one dollar a bottle, the latter for families who need it
..
regularly.

Syrup Pepsin has no equal as a
cure for constipation, indigestion,
headaches, sour stomach
gas on the stomach, liver trouble and
kindred complaints. It has bo many
advantages that those who once use
it forever after discard cathartics,
salts, pills 'and other coarse remedies,
for they are seldom advisable and
should never be given to children.
If no member cf your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
would) like to make a personal trial
of it before buying it in the regular
way of a druggist send, your address
a postal wi,U do 1o Dr. W. B.
Caldwell, 417 Washington St, Monti-cellM., and a free sample bottle
will be mailed you.

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, X. M., May 2. At the
request of the governing body of the
National Congress of Mothers' and
associations, State
Superintendent Alvan N. White has
appointed three delegates to represent this state at the seventeenth
child welfare conference of that organization, which will be held at Boston, Mass., May 15 to 20. The object
of this conference will be the dissuasion of methods for securing better
opportunities for childhood in the
home, church, school and state. The
three delegates appointed are: Mrs.
Josie Lockhard,
superintendent of
schools for Colfax county, Raton; Mrs.
T. I. Butts, teacher in the Albuquerque schools for the past 21 years and
now principal of the first ward school
of that city; Sister M. Rosine, mother-superio- r
Loretto academy for girls,
Santa Fe.
Fees Paid State Treasurer
The corporation commission today
paid over to the state treasurer, O.
N. Marron, as fees the followins:
Corporation fees, 1,529.75; insurance
fees, $1,015; total $2,544.75.
Two Paroles
Executive orders have been Usued
by the governor for the parole of
two inmates of the reform school, as
follows.
Santiago Urban, sentenced
from Otero county, September, 1911,
from one to two years; Isidro Malda- nado, sentenced from Torance coun
ty, December, 1910, for two to three
years.
Mothers' Day
The Mothers day proclamation, is
sued by the governor will be out this
week. The date is set for the Sun
Parent-Teacher-
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,,,,,
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SATURDAY EVENING

1

THOMAS
UNDER-

7:00 TO 9:00 O'CLOCK

ESTABLISHMENT

Albuquerque, N. M., May 2. A. Bor
ders, for 13 years the owner and man

HARRY

r

i

i--

ager of an undertaking establishment
here, this morning sold out to Thomas
Blakemore, of Aspen, Colo., a relative
of J. C. Johnsen, of La9 Vegas, and
will shortly leave for California.
Mr. Borders will locate in either
San Diego or Long Beach, but as yet
has not determined which. Accom
panied by his family, he will leave
about May 10 for Denver, where he
will visit for a time before continuing to the coast.
During his extended residence here
Mr. Borders has conducted some 3,000
funerals. He has been a valuable and
respected citizen, with friends by the
hundred and his departure and that
of his estimable family will be deeply
regretted, the family having been long
prominent and popular in the social
life of the community.
Mr, Blakemore, who is a
of J. C. Johnsen of the leading under
taking and furniture firm of Johnsen
and Son in Las Vegas, has been in the
business for 25 years and is a thor
oughly experienced man. He has taken a long term lease on the rooms
now occupied by Mr. Borders as well
as the bureau of immigration offices
and will not only conduct an under- 4B
taking business, but also install a
complete line of floor coverings and
draperies, making the new establishment one of the best in the state.

Six more very exceptional

bargains for Saturday eveninij customers

good only for the

above named hours.

FOR CASH ONLY
12

32c

WOMEN'S 50c SILK HOSE

50c

I2c

special

9c

$1.23 CORSETS 98c

36c

GINGHAM PETTICOATS

Your choice of our

A well made gingham petticoat of nice quality striped gingham, worth 50c each, special 36c

Steven's
regular

aOl

12

l-2-

LINEN CRASH

c

9c

Our entire

linen unbleached Crash Toweling,
c value, special for this sale ...

entire line of Corsets
each, for only
98c

marked to sell at

BOY'S

12

WASH GOODS 9c

l-- 2c

One lot of figured Lawns and Dimities, all
new, desirable patterns, worth
a yard,

Women's Silk Hose of good) quality, lisle
thread heel, toe and sole with lisle top,
worth 50c, special
32c

$1.00

line of

sell at 75c and
pair

9c

$1.25'

KNEE PANTS

Boys' Knee

$1.00

50c

pants marked to

a pair, for this sale, per
50c

son-in-la-

.
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VAUDEVILLESIIOW
$1,050

s'

CHAMPIONSHIP
Philadelphia, May 2. The second
half of the racquet match for the professional champion of the world, between "Jack" Soutar of this city and
C. Williams, champion of England,
will be played On the courts of the
RACQUET

1
hiladelphia Racquet club tomorrow
afternoon. In the first half of the
match, played in London several
weeks ago, Williams led 4 games to 2.
Tbe match was close and fast, .the
margin between the two players in
the six games being only 5 aces. In
the match tomorrow Soutar will have
the advantage of playing on his own
'
court.

FULLY EQUIPPED
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AT THE BROWNE
EXHIBITION
LAST NIGHT WAS NOVEL
AND REFRESHING.

The vaudeville show at the Browne
was considered by
all who saw It the best performance
of its class that has ever been staged
in that theater. It was clean, artis-ti- o
and interesting, the players being
t artists of a standard that seldom hits
Las Vegas
The first act was presented by
Boyd, Thomas and Davis, one of these
being a woman, who old a Juggling
act with scientific ability. Indian
clubs were flying around the stage
faster than the eye could follow and
yet this troupe seldom missed a club.
The act was classy uno snowed that
these peop'ia had spent a long time
preparing their act.
The second act was given by Miss
DE
NOTICES
LIBRARY
CITY
Ethel
Darr, the dainty toe dancer.
IN
WITH
PATRONAGE
CREASE
'
Darr
is a head liner when it
Miss
'
COMING OF SPRING
comes to toe dancing. She pulled off
stunts last night
The monthly report of the Carnegie some interesting
was a toe dance to the
stunt
Her
last
public library, which has boen submit
of popular American songs of
ted to the president of the library tunes
the
patriotic class which thrilled evbeard, shows a slight decrease in patin the audience. In some
person
ery
ronage. The number of bound volumes
would rise to Us
an
audience
cities
in the library at the cloio of the
wero given but
such
when
songs
feet
month of February was 7,678. The
day, May 11.
does not
that
Bpirit
evidently
patriotic
close
of
Screens
at
the
number in the library
Installing
Darr's
Miss
Las
to
Vegans.
Letters received at the game war April was 8,151, showing a wonderful appeal
of
the
and
excellent
was
act
changes
ownthat
ditcn
den's office indicate
increase in this line. During- the
ers throughout the Btate are comply month of April, 15 new books were costume were pretty.
The last act was presented by Bil
ing with the order from tho game donated to the library by Mrs. W. J.
warden to install fish screens in all Lucas, which are greatly appreciated ly Hungerford and Lizette Fuller in a
stunt. Many a
ditches that are tributary to or that by the members of the board and '.he singing flirtation
man
in the audience benefited
young
contain fish.
pt'trons.
The number of cards issued to new by this act last night and left the
Boundary Dispute
more knowledge of the
Is theater with
which
Attorney General Clancy has receiv- subscribers is light,
had ever had
The number of art of flirtation than he
ed a copy of the answer which has a slight decrease.
of this act
main
The
feature
before.
as
been filed with the supreme court of books loaned during last month
worn by Miss
costume
was
the
pretty
750.
There also is a slight decrease
the United States by the stat3 Qf
Fuller. Her Turkish dance was worTexas in the state boundary case. In here, as the number loaned during
the first real imithe bill of complaint entered by lhe the month of March was 916. The thy of approval,
of
dance that has
oriental
the
state of New Mexico the claim was number of persons using the library tation
in
Las
lor some
Vegas
been
given
made that the boundary between .his during the month of April was 1,196,
act beflirtation
The
time.
singing
a
a!so
number
as
the
using
state and Texas was the channel of
decrease,
was
interesting
this
tween
couple
the Rio Grande, as it existed in 1850, the library during the month of March
and Immensely humorous. The whole
and this state filed a map in present- was 1,3S4.
The number of datiy papers In the show was excellent and Managers
ing its case, to show where the chanDuncan and Browne are patting each
nel really was at that time. In the an- ULrary is four. The number of week
on the back for having secured
other
the
number
is
is
swer made by the state of Texas it
10, and
ly periodicals
it.
admitted that the channel of the Rio of monthly periodicals is 16, showing
Grande In 1850 was the boundary, but a aligat increase over the previous
at that months.
contend that the channel
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Tho liluary is imurovinit and the
time was a great deal further west
Your druggist will refund money
than
by New Mexico. This ritlzKim of Ias Vegas are taking ad if PASCO OINTMENT fails to cure
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tavern there will be held. The patri
otic women of the community have
gathered together valuable relics of
colonial days and furnished the room
in the old building which was Itself
built in 1830. The caravan will reach
trail at important points. Each bear Franklin the evening of May 16.
The Franklin tablets will be unveil
the dates 1821 to 1872, the name ol
the
of
ed
the
and
signatures
by four children who are descendthe trail
ants of those who in the old Howard
D. A. R. of Missouri.
The caravan which will leave Kan- courfty days lived at either Fort
or Fort
sas City on May 15 will be marshaled Hempstead, Fort Kinkead
will be Cooper, which formed the nucleus for
and
D.
Crabbs
Franklin
ty
headed by about four official cars the present quiet little town. The tab
i
containing the committee and chapter let will occupy the prominent positi.
90
feet
is
as
there
cars
town.
The
road
other
the
in
aa
many
n' inhere and
v.lil drop into line behind them for wide, 30 feet of which in the center
the trip. The first important stop win will be parked around the tablet. The
w at Sibley, formerly known as Fort presentation of the tablet In the name
bas- - of the state will be made by Governor
Osage. Between 12 and 1 o'clock
later
and
served
will
be
lunches
Major and by Mrs. John Van Brunt
the dedication of the D. A. R. marker in the name of the D. A. R. W. W. Carmounted on two immense stones con- penter, mayor of Frankliu, will receive
tributed by the Santa Fe railroad sys- the tablet for the town, and Miss Alice
Natem, will be held. The three stones Kinney, organizer of the Women's
rewill
crown
Trails
monument
Old
association,
tional
an
loira
imposing
ins the brow of the hill overlooking ceive it in the name of the town. Gov
the river os the site of the old fort. ernor Major will deliver an address
The committee in charge of the pro following these exercises. Following
gram is composed of descendants of the morning exercises a basket dinner
old pioneers and are as follows: John will be served on the school house
Hudson, Samuel H. Chiles, Mrs. D. G grounds. The afternoon exercises will
Brown, Miss Mary Hudson, T.- Hud open at 2 o'clock with a speech by Mrs
f.peth, Isaac Sheriff, Isaiah Johnson, Donald McLean of New York, formerly
John Summerfield. Colonel D. C. president general of the D. A. R. E.
W. Stephens of Columbia,
Mo., will
Allen of Liberty will deliver the
address and children of descend talk on "Early Forts of Howard Coun
ants of old families 'will unveil the ty." Herbert S. Hadley, former gover
monument.
At Lexington the party nor will also apeak.
The only complaint the women of
will stop over ni.aht and also unveil a
monument in the court house square. the town have made concerning the
At Marshall the next morning the prospect of entertaining the commitsame ceremony will be repeated, and tee and followers, to Mrs. Van Brunt
at Arrow Rock, wheer the party will and Miss Gentry, has been that the
arive in the afternoon, another monu- time of the year "is too early for fried
ment will be dedicated. Miss Mary chicken." Fully 1,000 visitors are exBingham of the Old Trail's association pected, and It is the desire of those
has prepared a program of welcome to interested to make the occasion ono
"
to all who were
the committee and while there an in- of
spection of the rest room in the old born in Howard county. Perhaps the
county itself has held more conservatively to the old days than most loRASH
ARMS
calities. The families have lived for
generations on the old homesteads and
tbe old traditions have been preservA MASSOF SPOTS ed. Mrs. George Edwards, president
of the Old Trails'
association, and
Miss Kinney have scoured the county
Developed Into Running Sores. Itchfor historical valuables to exhibit during Jerrible. Cuticura Soap and ing the celebration. The collection
Cuticura Ointment Stopped Itchwill be shown in a room in the school
building. The first musical instrument
ing Wonderfully. Now Cured.
ever brought into Howard county, an
811 H Washington St., Salt Lake
City. old melodeon still in perfect tune be
TTtah
"I was first aiarmod by an itehy
longing to Miss Kinney,' will be exfueling all over my arms and a rash of tiny
spots came out. The rash hibited. A silver salt ladle belonging
was a mass of spots like
to Mrs. E. S. Barnard of St. Louis,
measlwi and dovelojied
from which Maynard, her ancestor,
into running Bores. The
was
terrililo
and I the Indian agent at Boon's Lick, poritching
would scratch sometliing
tioned out salt to the Indians when
awful. I tried a treaton before 1820,
ment but It availed not. the salt famine was
will be among the curios. A spinning
1 then dockiwl to
Cutitry
cura Boap and Ointment,
wheel which the wrandmother of Mrs.
Atur the first application the Itchlnn hIoijikxI
Ed wards carried over her arm when
woflilisrfully. 'J he cure which followwl was
a m..trvl ui nm for I thought, I imver would coming into tltl country on horseback
,
1
'j'hlu was tlirn ;r ago and in JhOS is a notable exhibit also.
!.!( in (leu- a eklu a an)' one njjy wish,
While later the trail extended up
Ofu'-urfc'rfip and OhjUutxit cured i,tt
to lAu'wiUm und. Independence, It
(MiaituJ) tilt liulu M, lMmm,
(41
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Continue
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it for Only a Brief Period
and the Good Results Will
Surprise You
A low state of the general health
is now the accepted cause of backward children. So in the case of a
backward child it is best to look towards building up its health. It will
usually be found that the mala trouble is in the food, in lack of assimilation and digestion. Hence care should
be taken in the kind of food given to
the child. This, with plenty of air
and exercise, should bring about a
change for th better.
Watch, the condition of the bowe'ts,
to note whether the waste is being
passed off or not, or whether it ia
being passed too freely. If either
condition prevails give a small dose
of that gentlest of all laxative-tonic-s.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers will rostlfy to the
wonders It has wrought in the HveB
of their own children, and for that
reason legions of families like those
of Mrs. .T. E. Brunty, 1903 9th Ave.,
N'ashvile. Tenn., are never without it
in the house. Mrs. Brunty writes:
"Harry had always been constipated
until I gave him Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. I am certainly going to keep
this medicine In the house In future
for I know it to be good." It is pleasant to the taste and bo perfectly Bafe
that it is given to Infants, and yet is
equally effective for grown people.
Ail druggists sell it and the price is

A
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theater last night

READING IS LESS

OVERLAND
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Telephone or call and we will have our demon'
strator show you
Las Vegas Autoroobile
Phone Main 344.:
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Fowler Props

POPULAR INTHE
SUMMER

-

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE . IN THE CAN

"BITS

FRUITS"

QUALITY

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" If you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARNS
Jefierson Rayuolda, President.
Vice
President. Hailett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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upon the dispatch of the expeditionary force and to guarantee the safety
of the country in case of invasion by
a continental army.
Germany and France are rivaling
one another in their feverish efforts
to increase
their armed strength.
Roughly speaking, Germany is aiming
at a five million men standard for
her army, but it Is well known that a
dependence upon numbers alone Is
not a falling of German military administrators, who are consistent in
seeking, above all,' to improve the
quality and solidity of the first line.
The Increase in the German navy of
late has been such as to seriously
threaten Great Britain's "60 per cent
The salient
superiorltyj' standard.
feature In German naval progress is
not so much the increase in size and
power of every, class of warship, although this has been most marked,
but the further preparation for the
immediate use of the whole of the
effective fleet. Also to be reckoned
Is the German air fleet, admittedly
the finest in the world.
France, impelled rather by the extraordinary acceleration ;of shipbuildIs
ing in Italy and Austria-Hungarmaking strenuous efforts to recover
the ground1 lost in recent years. At
the same time every possible increase
In the French army which can be. effected by financial and administrative methods Is being made without
'

EUROPE IS READY

that the greatest diameters

NEW YORK HAS A

'

FOR CALL TO
WAR
POWERS ARE
ISHLY ENGAGED IN
ING FORCES.

THE BIG

FEVERRAIS--

'

Lodon May 2. The threatening attitude of Austria towards (he Baikal

allies and the possibility that a gen-'- i
eral European war may be the result directs attention to the present
military and; naval resources of the
j'
great powers!,
It is scarcely conceivable that any
contingency will arise to plunge al'i
the great nations of Europe Into a
general war. The rulers themselves
h4ve more to lose infinitely more to
loBe than to gain from such a calamity; and voluntarily' will never
take, togetrer or singly, steps that
would provoke a universal outburst
of flaming death in Europe. But
there is no denying the fact that the
present situation is a serious menace to continental peace and that no
one fully acquainted with, that situ
ation would he surprised at the out--.
break 'of hostilities involving several
jtwo at least, and perhaps 'three
of: the six powers usually classified
as' "great."
alliance between GerThe;trip'ieand Italy, the
many, iAustria-HungarFrancd-Russiaalliance, and the
between
understandings
friendly
Great Britain and France and Great
Britain and Italy, all exist primarily
to maintain the status quo, but secondarily to checkmate one another in
diplomacy or to fight one another in
It is importcertain eventualities.
ant, therefore, tp compare the offensive and defensive resources of these
powers, with a view to estimating
roughly the scale of possible operations if war broke out involving any
two or more of them.
The British army is the smallest
of the six. Great Britain, in spite
of her
possessions, is
a sea power..
land
not
a
but
primarily
It has been the policy of the British
admiralty during recent years to develop a GO per cent superiority in vessels of the dreadnought type over the
Germany navy, Germany, next to
Great Britain, being the strongest of
the naval powers. The British land
force has of late been a subject of
much discussion. What Is called the
of
expeditionary force is a
the British maritime system, and It
is ready, when necessary, to he
placed at the disposal of England's
friends. It is true that it is not
large, but it would have turned the
scales in any and every battle fought
In modern times. It is as large as
the Russian and larger than the Japanese army which fought at
and larger also than the Bulgarian or
Turkish armies which fought In any
battle of the Balkan war. For home
defense the British Is'ies depend upon
the territorial force. Every effort
to raise this force to the full strength
of 500,000 or 600,000 men has been
futile, and in the opinion of military
experts It will be impossible without
the adoption of compulsion In some
At the same time no one
form.
doubts that the territorial force Is in
a condition to take the field at once
,

Italy's navy is rapidly assuming re
spectable proportions. But the glory
of Italy's armed forces is her cavalry. The peace footing is 275,000;
this can be raised in a week to Upwards of 1,000,000 men. Austria-Hungarhas recently passed laws which
the military
will much' increase
strength of the nual Monarchy.
Roughly speaking, the old organization produced about 1,214,000 trained
men. The new laws will eventually
raise this figure to 1,802,000.
The Russian army is the largest of
all El rope and steps have been taken
recently to further Increase its size
and efficiency.! While there are continued signs of renewed activity in
Russian naval construction, the acceleration In shipbuilding which is so
noteworthy in Italy and Austria-Hungarhas not been equalled. According to present plans the armies of the
Central European powers will be increased by 1,500,000 trained men he- fore the end of the year. These addi
tions are not considered excessive
from the military point of view, be
cause, apart from all other considera
tions, the Russian contingent of re
crults approximately equals that ;of
Germany and Austria combined, j

y

n

IT IS A MODEL OF CONVENIENCE
AND OF UNIQUE ARCHI-

TECTURE.
New York, May 2. Guy Lowell, architect for the new
dollar
court house of New York county, said
the other day that the one thing lie
had in mind when he was planning
the building was that it should be
useful.
He wanted a building that
should serve for generations as the
most convenient court house In the
world. So he planned a round building an enormous pantheon, with everything within reach of a common

center.

increased attendance at the sessions

said that while round

buildings are virtually unknown in
this country except as baseball grand
stands, observatories and railway
roundhouses, there was plenty o" pre- cedent, behind him.
"The last time I was in Rome," he
said, "I saw a model of the city as It
was In the late empire.! I was struck
by the great number of round buildings.: We are used to' thinking that
the Pantheon and the Coliseum apd
the Tomb of Hadrian (now the Castle of St. Angelo) were about the only
circular buildings in ancient Rome.
That's not a fact. There were many
more, and the Romans seem to have
used round buildings for everything
from a circus to a temple.
"A round court house? I don't remember any. I suppose this will be
the only round court hohse In the
'

diagonals are approximately equal.
Mr. Lowell thought that a building
following the outline of the plot
would at best be an unsightly structure. Be. thought, too, that a rectangular building would waste a; great
deal of space. And in supporting his
theory that a round building would
be best he argued that a circle Incloses the maximum area and that
the walls of a round building Inclose
the greatest possible amount of floor
space.
"Economy was one of the things
we were after," he said. "Next to
utility economy was what we wanted' most."
The new court house will cover an
area of approximately 120,000 square
feet. That means that its diameter
will be nearly four hundred feet, and
If you measure it from the extremity
of one portico to the extremity of the
one on the opposite side you will find
;

dowment for International Peace. Pro
fessor William I. Hull, of Swarthmore
college, spoke on "The Hague Tribunal, Its Present Meaning and Future
Promise," and Professor Paul S.
Reinsch. of the University of Wiscon
sin, spoke on "The Active promotion
of International Peace as a Primary
Pimples Should
Policy of the United States." Another
D.
Mead, director
Be Watched
speaker was Edwin
of the World Peace Foundation, whose
Pledge
subject was "The
May be Means of Absorbing Disease
of Peace." No session of the congress
Germs in. Most Unexpected
was held this afternoon, the time beManner.
Mising devoted to a reception at the
souri Botanical Garden and other entertainment for the visitors.
o

CttlI3S

NEW CATALOGUE OUT
College, N. M.( May 2. The
annual catalog of the
twenty-thirNew Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts Is being received
from the press. It will be distributed
w ithin the next few days.
Among the
facts shown in the catalog is an interesting statement of the enrollment

shortening

State

d

When you buy butter for
cooking purposes, you are
paying for25 waterand salt;
you get but 75 real shortening value. In Cottolene you
get 100 shortening.
Cottolene costs much less
than good butter and gives
just as good results in shortening and frying. Cottolene
is as cheap or cheaper than
lard gives better results
and is absolutely healthful,
which is more
than can be
said of lard.
Cottolene 13

during the past year, which reached
a total of 375 students, exclusive of
duplicate names but inclusive of short
course students. After the coming
fommencemont the college will have
stugranted bachelor's degrees
dents tnd master's degrees to ab mi
ten of these. The regular graduates
of the college, those who have received certificates for the completion
of short courses, and the students
who have I ceii in attendance d'Kltiij
lim l.O of th fnstltucicn, now number
.early three thousand.
VOMEN
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Pure and Immune

S. S. S.

The world renowned laboratory of
the Swift Specilie Company has col
lected a vast amount of Information
regarding the spread of blood diseases.
In thousands of instances the most
virulent types have been the result of
coming- in contact with disease Reims
in public places, and the apparently insignificant pimple has been the cause.
It spreads with astonishing rapidity,
often infecting the entire system in a
few days.
It Is fortunate, however, that there
Is a remedy to cope quickly and thoroughly with such a condition, and
thanks to the energy of its producers
the famous S. S. S. may now be had
at almost any drug Btoro in the civilized world.
This preparation stands alone as a
blood purifier. It is somewhat revolutionary in its compositon, since it
accomplishes all that was ever claimed
for mercury, iodides, arsenic, and other
destructive mineral drutrs. and yet it
Is absolutely a purely vegetable product. Jt contains one lnifredleit which
nerves the active purpose of stimulating each tiny cellular part of th
tissues to the healthy and Judicious
nilectiun lit Its own esHeiiliul nutriment.
There are more cam's of
I
iiib i Hin, locomotor
ataxia,
and similar Jhifs,s
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of the
building are a little in excess of four
hundred feet, perhaps 440 feet.
'
The part of it that will be seen
from the street immediately in front
of the steps will be two hundred feet
above the sidewalk. But as you draw
away from it you will see four additional stories rising about one hundred feet more.
Subway Under the Buildings.
Mr. Lowell has provided three lev
els from which his new court house
can be entered. The first Is on the
cellar floor, where there will be a station on the new Central street loop
of the subway, which goes precisely
under; the middle of the building.
At present the Bubway has not
been built south of the new municipal
building, but under the newly adopted dual subway system the line will
be extended down Nassau street,
through Broad street to Whitehall
street, where a connection will .be
made with a tunnel under the East
river to Montague street In Brooklyn.
By this subway lawyers with
orl Broad or Nassau streets can
the subway and in four mininto
step
utes step out on the lowest floortof
the new court house. They will find
a battery of a dozen elevators on
each platform, ready to take them; to
the county clerk's nffirn or to any one
of the fifty-onsupreme court rooms
or any one of the dozen rooms for
the city court.
The next floor above the subway
platforms will be on a level with the
street. There will be doors leading
directly from the sidewalk to the elevators, so arranged that persons coming in by side streets won't have' to
walk around to one of the main entrances In order to get into the build;
ing.
The four main entrances, fronting
upon Center and Worth streets, will
be identical. Each of the porticoes
will be flanked with eight Corinthian
columns, supporting an entablaturs
'
j
carrying an inscription,
He
Didn't Use,
Inscription
On Mr. Lowell's drawing of the
south elevation he drafted in Roman
letters, "Inscription to be carved
;
j
here.",
"I had the hardest time in the
world," he said, "not putting up there
'A has les Cubistes" (Down with the
Cubists). I didn't know what the
;
;
judges would say to it."
Once inside the building you will
wralk
along a passageway to ijhe
great central court of the building.
Its diameter will be about 115 feet,
approximately the width oi the'
The glass roof will be jabout
three hundred feet above, and around
the sides of the wall will be gallert
;
ies
,
A ring of 24 elevators will extend
around the sides of the central jcoiirt,
with outlets to the galleries. On this
floor will be the rooms of general
convenience the county clerk's offices, the commissioner of jurors'
offices, the telephone and telegraph
rooms, a counsels' room where lawyers can meet their clients, a newspaper reporters' room, a public waiting room, a lunch room, coat rooms,
and so on.
Mr. Lowell's plans call for a minimum of inconvenience. You are supposed to meet things in the order you
want them, as in the Grand Central
Terminal. He explains that while the
building is monumental in character,
it will be primarily for convenience.
On the floors above are the court
rooms. The city court will have its
12 rooms all on one floor, with justices' retiring rooms, jury rooms and
clerks' offices adjoining. The sucourt
preme court with its fifty-on- e
rooms will have four floors. The
largest supreme court room will be
on the first floor,
the ornamental
feature of the building. It can be
used as a great auditorium or for
trials of great public Interest. It will
have accommodations for 1,500- peo-

EUGENIC WINS
ARE A YEAR

1

The questions answered below are
general in character. The symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewlf Baker, College Bldg., Coflege-ElwooSts., Dayton,. O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
be used In my answers. The pred
scriptions can be fifted rt any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.

OLD
THE

FATHER TELLS
HOW HE IS RAISING HIS
BABIES.

d

Some Facts and Traits of
"Eugenic Twins."

The "Eugenic Twins"
foraie their first birtrday
day in the home of their

the
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They have never known one
"Anxious
Wife" Give 10 to 15 ease, rheumatism. Purchase 2 drams
minute's illness not a snuffle,
f
sneeze or cough.
ounce
drops of the following in water an of iodide of potassium;
hour before each meal and your child of wine of colchlcum; 4 drams of sodThey never have been chrls- will soon be cured of
tened because their father
oz. comp. fluid balmium salicylate;
doesn't believe In It
Comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; tincture wort; 1 oz. comp. essence cardiol;
cubebs, 1 dram; tincture rhus aro- and 5 ozs. of syrup sarsaparilla. This
Dally cold baths, a scientif- am sure
has cured thousands and
matic, 2 drams.
ically arranged diet and plenty
of fresh air and sunshine are
it will cure you.
"La Rue" writes: "For many years
given them.
Their father says they eat
I have suffered with stomach and
"Can you tell
Musician" asks:
bowel trouble which has been caused me how to ovorcome a bronchial
like pigs and he lets nature
w by a severe case of catarrh. My blood trouble which manifests itself after
regulate the amouut.
The boy is intelligent, gen- - ! is: also '.n a poor condition. What can singing, by a 'tickling in the throat,
be done for me?"
erous, amiable and philosophi- hoarseness and a slight cough?"
cal.
Answer: If you follow the direcAiswer: Obtain a bottle of essence
tions given below you will soon be mentho-laxen- e
and use it pure, or
well and strong again. Obtain the made Into a cough syrup by mixing
New York, May 2. After twelve following from any
drug with ordinary granulated sugar, syrmonths of daily cold baths, scientifi- store and mix by shaking well, then
up or honey. Directions for une and
cally arranged diet and plenty of take a teasponful four times daily: how to make accompany the package.
fresh air and sunshine, the much dis- Syrup sarsaparilla comp. 4 ozs.; It makes a full
pint of effective pleascussed "eugenic twins", Allyn and comp. fluid balmwort 1 oz., fluid ext. ant
cough syrup and cures all throat
Leonora, celebrated their first birth- buchu, 1 oz. Use In connection with and bronchial trouble.
day recently at the home of their
this the following local treatment:
father, Dr. David Allyn Gor Get a
"package of antiseptic
"I suffer a
"Mrs. G. B." writes:
ton in Brooklyn.
powder and make a catarrh balm great deal with stomach disorders.
min, "And they have not known a
by mixing one ounce of lard or vasafter atlng,-hear- t
palute's illness," explained Dr. Gorton eline with a level teaspoonful of the Heavy feeling
wind and gas on stomach.etc.
pitation,
recently. "Not a snuffle, not a powder and use in the .nostrils daily. Am restless and Irritable: Afraid to
sneeze, not a cough or a cold has Also make a wash of one pint of
eat a hearty meal. Sometimes great
marred their perfect health since warm water and one-hateaspoonful pain. I fear appendicitis."
as
was
their birth, which
planned,
of Vilane powder and use two or
The neglect of constipation and Inyou know, according to the rules of three times a day until tne nostrils
is the most frequent cause
digestion
eugenics and my absolute theory of are thoroughly cleansed and your
of appendicitis. It Is better to prevent
the control of the sex of babies.
trouble will soon be gone.
than to cure by an operation. I ad"I am glad that the public is intervise that you obtain tablets triopep-tin- e
have
I
in
twins
ested
the
birthday.
"Elsie M" writes: "I have such
and take according to directions
had letters from every part of the short, stringy, straggling hair and my
sealed carton. Tney
accompanying
globe asking me if the story printed scalp is full of dandruff. Please adare pink, white and blue to fce taken
a year ago was true. People find it vise what to do?"
morning, noon and night respectively.
hard to believe that an octogenarian
Answer: The best advice I can of- I think
many cases of appendicitis
could succeed in his plan to have a fer is
simple. Get at a well stocked could be prevented by using triopep-tin-e
son to carry on his life work after
drug store a 4 oz. jar of plain yellow
Intelligently
he is gone. I will live to be one
minyol, directions accompanying and
to
will
I
and
then
way
give
hundred,
use it regularly. It promotes a heal
"Mrs. C. C." writes: "Can you prtr'
Al'tyn.
thy, vigorous growth of hair and scribe a tonic for one who is Eleep-lesBoy of Intellectual Type.
cures dandruff, itching scaip, lustre
thin and
"The boy is of the intellectual type. less
nervous, hysterical,
hair and stops falling feair. If
thinner. Have little appetite
He Is generous, amiable and philogetting
the hair Is harsh and straggling It
and am restless day and night."
sophical. The height in front ol hia restores a soft
fluffy appearance,
a
head Indicates sympathy and desire
Answer: The following If used for
and brings back the intense natural
to do good. The bacK of his head
several weeks will gradually restore
color.
shows decision and firmness of charand strengthen your nervous system:
acter. The girl is an out and out
S
would
"Hazelle" says: "I
certainly Compound syrup of nypophosphites,
oz.
1
beauty. She demands attention and
cadomene
tincture
(not
something that would In- ozs.;
is quick tempered and impatient. She opreclate
and take away that cardamon). Mix, shake well and
crease
my
weight
Is much livelier and more tempera
a teaspoonful before each meal.
languid feeling which I am subject to take
a
mental than A'ilyn. The boy is so most
of the time. Mr blood is weak
much like me that I am going to call
"I am growing
K. K. KL asks:
and watery and my appetite is poor."
him David."
as
I
older and weigh.
stout
more
get
Answer: Your condition is very eas- CO
"Haven't the babies ever been
too much now. I am alarmpounds
di
will
follow
the
if
overcome
you
ily
christened?" Uie reporter asked.
ed and want to reduce. Please advise
Doctor Gorton's black eyes spark- rections given below, ask your drug- what to take "
tabthree-graigist for
led.
Answer: You need not be alarmed
"I wouldn't do such a foolish thing lets and take according to the direcarbo-len- e
if
you. will begin taking
as to have them christened," he ex tions and your weight will increase.
These
reduce
tablets.
tablets
These
assimilation,
tablets promote
claimed. "Bringing them up is all
at the rate of a pound a day
the christening they'll get I don't absorption and aid digestion, transf- usually
the
first few days. Any drugafter
and
figure. They
believe in dabbling a little water orm the complexion
can supply them m wealed tubes
gist
are
and
are
sense
physicians
by
prescribed
over a child a forenead. lis
with full directions.
perfectly harmless. They snouU be
less mummery.
months
several
for
taken
regularly
"What I want I work for. I don't
"Poor H." writes-- . "My health ia
ask God Almighty to bless my chil and; you can depend upon gaining
will
very
poor on account of a
dren. I expect to bless them myself. flesh and that languid feeling
I have to use pills
constipation.
vanish
completely.
am
a rationalist,
In other words, I
or something all the time. Can you
and I propose that my cnlldren shall
prescribe something to take that will
"D. E. G." writes: "My rheumatgrow up to be free thinkers in all
cure chronic constipation?"
I
the
worse
time.
all
ism
is
and
secular.
getting
matters, religious
Answer: Constipation is probably
am getting so stiff that it makes it
Never Have Indigestion.
aronnd."
cause of more illness than any
to
me
the
for
get
hard
I
over
those
very
watched
have
Why,
Do not T.orry about your other things Most remcxws only rehave
Answer.
so
two
babies
that
they
carefully
ple.
never even had Indigestion. I give rheumatism as that can be very easi- lieve the trouble and never cure. I
them all they want to eat I confine ly cured by using the following: Get always prescribe threegtaln sulpherb
HOW'S THIS?
to seeing that their food con- at the drug store the ingredients nam- tablets (not sulphur tablets), and
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- myself
constitu- ed and mix thoroughly and take a have found them most reliable and
ward for any case of Catarrh that tains the proper chemical
the teaspoonful at meal time and again gradually curative. They act pleasI
nature
ents.
let
regulate
cured
Hall's
be
Catarrh
cannot
by
amount. They eat like two little pigs, at bed time and you will soon e en- antly and tone up the bowels and liv-r- e
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY &
O.,
while purifying the blood.
but I am sure that it does them tirely cured of that disagreeable dis
Toledo, Ohio.
good."
We, the undersigned, have known
soon as they literary secretary before they mar"Allyn weighs 16 pounds. His sis- that was discontinued as
P, J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable ter weighs 14 pounds. He has al- grew strong enough to take a pre- ried In order to have a eugenic son,
invited 200 friends to the eugenic
in all business transactions and finan-dail- ready started to walk. In another pared food."
able to carry out any obligaDr. Gorton's eugenic babies are, in- birthday.
I believe he will be walking a
week
tions made by his wm.
deed, as he &Jd, pretty and lively.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, great deal."
In the whole 'iv'-molicine
were
born
As
twins
prematurethe
Ohio.
They sleep 12 hours, beginning in
Toledo,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- ly and only weighed' five pounds each the evening, and four hours in broad there is not a healing remedy that
nally, acting directly upon the blood at birth, the reporter asked the doc- day, and they don't get anything to will repair damage to the fiesh more
and mucous surfaces of the system.
SNOW
not been forced to re- eat after they have ence gone to bed. quickly than BALLARD'S
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 tor if he had
They each have four teeth their LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- sort to heroic measures to keep them
upper and lower Incisors. The later- burns, scalds, and rheumatiprn, its
alive at first.
gists.
exTake Hall's Family Pills for
"Among other things, they were fed al incisors and bicuspids are on the healing and penetrating powe r ia
COc
ami
11.09
ad23c,
Price
and
way.
and
on brandy
traordinary.
water,"
sugar
In.t Co,
Sold by d uir-Dr. and Mrs, Gorton, who was liis pur bottle.
mit ted Dr. Gorton, smiling. "But
Rheurriatitm Quickly Cured.
"My nn)er'H husband IukJ uii
fn liia urm,"
nt rlieuiiifitlkm
one-hal-

if-fie-

Mr. Lowell

Economy of Space a Feature.
Then Mr. Lowell went on to show
exactly why a round building will
serve New York best.
The plot selected for the court
house is an angular piece of ground
"
just north of the new municipal
Is the
center
The
building.
general
junction of Center and Worth streets,
with Leonard and Peart streets fthe
north and south boundaries. The plot
narrows at the southern end, but the

of this, the second day of the Ameri
can Peace congress. The problems
of The Hague conference formed the
leading topic of discussion at the
general session this morning, which
was presided over by James Brown
Scott, secretary of the Carnegie En

Butter contains water and salt

is 100

HOUSE

world."

SESSIONS OF PEACE CONGRESS
St. Louis, May 2. There was an
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multitude is .kept in touch with the
past and with interests that do not
ESTABLISHED 1I7
immediately concern them by tiie
hobbies of great men. Homer and
o,uite become dead
Horace could-no- t
Publited By
letters with the masses bo long as
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Gladstone was prince minister. Cer
(Incorporated)
tain Hull iloosers will have it that the
Celtic movement did not' flourish un
.EDITOR til Mr. Roosevelt expressed admiraM. M. PADGETT
tion for an Irish saga. Mr. Gaynor
with loss success has labored in behalf of Epictetus. Fishing under the
patronage of Grover Cleveland and
Joe Jefferson became something of a
Entered at Uie postofflee at East line art in the minds of the American
Veas, New Mexico, for transmis-iO- people, a'd set many a man perusing
through the United States mails "The Complete Angler." Mr. Balfour
nnd class matter.
luis not feared to quote the ancient
philosophers; and enemies desiring to
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rake up Lord Morley's past would be
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set to reading widely in French literaDaily, by Cr-e-
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THE GALLINAS CANAL" AND WATER STORAGE AND IRRIGATION
COMPANY, by S. H. Hemler, Its
President
Attest:
JUDD A. DETTERICK, Its
(Seal)

New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, ss:
On this 6th day of April, A. D. 1913,
before me appeared S. F. Hemler, to
me personally known, who being by
me duly sworn Jid say that he is the

State of

3

president of The Gallinas Canal and
Water Storage and Irrigation Company, that the seal affixed to said instrument is the corporate seal of said
corporation, and that said instrument
was signed and sealed in behalf of
said corporation by authority of Its
board of directors and said S. F. Hemler acknowledged said instrument to
be the free act and deed of said corporation.
Witness my hand and official seal
the day and year last above written.

We

CERTIFICATE
TELEPHONES
erSlMiSi OFFICE
DEPARTMENT
KW

...Main

2

State of

United .States of America,
New Mexico, ss.

It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a fuil, true and complete
transcript of the certificate of the
sion of the corporate existence of the
Gallinas Canal
and Water Storage
v
and Irrigation Company, No. 7535,
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file and of record in
the office of the state corporation

MalD

FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1913.
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TIIE TYIIAXSY

OF COMPARISON

Our day is sufferring from an overdose of timeliness. It may have start commission.
In testimony whereof, the chairman
ed in a natural human rivalry. One
newspaper "beat" another and boast and clerk of said commission have
ed about it. Then the entire daily hereunto set their hands and affixed
press was drawn into the competi the seal of said; commission, at the
tion. Another phase of the problem city of Santa Fe, on this twenty-eightday of April, A. D. 1913.
appeared when prosperous citizens of
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
th middle west and south thought it
J
a brave thing to go to New York Attest
Chairman.
for the latset styles and musical com EDWIN F. C.OARD, Clerk.
edies; they flaunted their good clothes (Seal.) ,
when they got back and hummed the Certificate of Extension of the Cor
newest popular airs, says the New
porate Existence of the Gallinas
York Post But with the added facilCanal and Water Storage and Irriities for gathering and printing the
gation Company.
The Gallinas Canal and Water
news, one newspaper can hardly be
and Irrigation Company, a corpovery much behind another. And so
widespread is prosperity that a trip to ration of New Mexico, ooth hereby
New York is a trivial incident in a 'certify that it has extended its corpo-man'- s
e
life. The good clothes and
existence from the 14th day of
est songs have reached his home town! July, A. D. 1913, for a period of fifty
before he can go In search of them. years from that date; said action
Thus the contest has lost much of its j having been declared by resolution of
competitive element and has develop-- ) the board of directors of said corpo-int- o
a matter of keeping up with time! ration to be advisable and having
itself. We must know things as soon been duly and regularly assented to
as they happen. Just where we stand by the vote of all of the stockholders
w as Indicated
by the shock which of Baid The Gallinas Canal and Water
at
felt
receiving the "news" of Storage and Irrigation Company, at a
many
Amundsen's discovery of the South meeting duly called by the board of
-

,

h

lat-jrat-

j

Pole more than a year after it oc- curred. Without knowing it, we have
itno a form of
The ancients bowed down to the lum- inary of day as the source of light
scd heat; we, more stupidly, make a
religion of the mere time which H

25c hu.ked cotton

d

towels,-ful-

size

l

'

llc

On Account of

7 TO 8 ONLY

WHAT WE DO

Saturday night, Messaline Silk
Petticoats worth $2.79, all colors,
good wearing silk (only one to
each customer) an unusual bargain

10c brass toilet plus, extra fine
..7c
points, per package.
17c madras shirtings, light or
13c
dark, per yard lac brown linen crash toweling,
. .
10c
per yard
25c and 35c sox for men, silk or
19c
lis'ie, per pair

At

Children's

Children's

Muslin Drawers

Wash Dresses

our price is 13c

Subscribed and sworn to before me
tills 5th day of April, A. D. 1913.
WM. G. HAYDON,
Notary Public.
My commission
expires Jan. Sl,st,

01G.S8

The largest and
best selected stock
of Summer coats
ever gathered under our roof.
Count on us for
having just what
you want in these.
Redfern and Palmer Garments are
k very profusely
shown. Prices

'.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 2. Foreign and domestic conditions today combined to
weaken wheat. IJverpool cables were
sharply lower on the improved European political outlook, and in this

f.
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$1.98

THC

Garmets

ar

White Summer
Waists, newest sleeves,
daintily made, complete
run of sizes, each $1.39
$2.25

$1.25 wnsh white waists

or back,
finished, all

front

open

nicely

98c

sizes

STEINy BLOCH

SUITS FOR

MEN
Do vou

know

Fifty eight years of
knowing

how is

BLOCHteffiofhrefs
I

I

1 V

:

The Spring

Shoes

back of each
ment.

gar-

We have

placed this line of

Family of Pathfinders an- clothing because
nounce their to readiness of its unquestion-

10

v

OFF

STORE Of OtlALlTY"

ml m

S20.00 lo S30.00
Ve Do
As We AdvertiM;

1
t

.

C3.

'

'

38c

rust

Lingerie Waists

safely and comfortably ed rank in good
conduct every Woman, clothes making.
Girl and Boy along the Each suit is finishRatine and Linen
the streets of the city and ed
, by
expert
Wash, Dresses
the roads and by ways
tailors. The style
of the country.1 Your
and fit of these
Brought o'u t in
Oxchoice
of
Shoe,
any
styles of very late
garments is su
ford .or Pump in the house
design from
perb. Prices
Saturday and Monday at

34?i

b

Ready-to-We-

A beautiful assortment of the best garments brought out for
Spring and Summer
1913. Each dress belongs in a class all it's
own. Remember we.
never buy any two alike.

tOATS

j

''

2

012.98

F. Coard, Clerk.
Compared EDC to JJO.

,

Dresses Reduced from 15 to 25

best makes and quality
guaranteed, a full run
of sizes, all come up to
to the Bacharach standard. Your choice

1917.

Endorsed: No. 7535. Cor. Rec'd.
Vol. 6, Page 21C. Certificate of Extension of the Corporate Existence of
the Gallinas Canal and Water Storage
Filed in
and Irrigation Company.
Office of State Corporation Commission, Apr. 28, 1913: 9:20 a. m. Edwin

one pair to a customer
f 2.50 and $3.00 Warner's
proof corsets, per pair

All Silk

This lot consists of some of
our very newest suits made
from blue serge and other
novelty materiuls. This is
positively the best bunch of
suits ever placed on sale by
us for the price. Let us show
them to you at

t:

:

You can't afford to
make them at our
prices
Sizes 5 to 12
years 75c to $1.98

to 14 years,
sold elsewhere
at 15c and 20c
2

Lot No.

Lot No. 1 ,
All wool Jacket Suits

(Seal)

c Lonsdale muslin, 10 yard
-- 10c
limit, per yard
50c Men's President
suspenders,
12
-

$17.50, $2U.OO and
$22.50 Suits

S25, S30 and $35
Suits

JUDD A. DETTERICK.

34.

15 Per Cent Off Entire Stock of
Manhattan Shirts for Men
,

a Backward Season We Guarantee to Quote Lower Prices Than

'

off-yea-

$1.98

Any Other Store In Las Vegas for the Next 2 Weeks on

i

1

in spite of the expected crowds the

'

directors for that purpose; that the
affidavit of the president and secre-driftetary of said The Gallinas Canal and
crop reports were optimist's.
Water Storage an. irrigation Com- - country
At the start the market was V to
pany is attached hereto and filed lower.
July opened at tna range, nrs
herewith, showing the assent of ail
and eased off
being 91 to 91
of the stockholders of said corpora-r..arl;A rally to 91 followe '. The
to
tion except one not present, was giv- - ciose showed a little rally with July
The '
Ttis does not mean that we have en to such amendment,
at 91 ?s, a let loss of .
let the whole past go by the board.) extension of the corporate existence
July corn op.J d Vs to Vk "f f at
But the past is largely recalled by an-- , of said corporation,
to V and wo.it down to .j."
L3i
r.iversaries time again being dicta-The following is copy of the rcsolu-toelos was . t.sdy wkb la'y
The
Centenaries have just snatched tion adopted at said meeting:
at 56.
IV.cUens and Browning from popular; "Whereas, it was deemed advisable
oft at
oats
began
July
be!
oblivion, and people will soon
by resolution duly
adopted on the and touched
cramming the facts of Wagner's life, j 30th day of January, 1913, by the
Provisions were irregular Vk lower
Shakespeare, in
has rectors of this corporation, that the
T'-to
higher. Trade was light. July
fared better than others, wait
existence of this corpora-1316- , first Quotations were: Pork $19.65;
the tercentery of his death!! tion be extended for a period of fifty
lard $10. sr,; ribs $11.05. The closing
Then will come the deluge. ..Last'' ;.!;
from- - 1 he jUh
day of July, (iUouiTioris were as follows:
year the press was
the but-- , Jan;
Septem-erWheat, May 91: July 91
tif's of the Civil War, merely because'. "Therefor. l. it solved, that tre
91.
half a century bad elapsed since irs.curi orate exigence of The Gallinas j
....
July 56 Septem- inception. Considering the pressing' Canal and Water Storage and Irriga- - j Corn, May
bcr
56.
ewiIs of the prcit, every one must ti,n Company be, and the same her- Oats. Mav 35s;; July 35; Sept.-r.-- U
fee! grateful that to nm-of the ;,y is, extended from the 14th day of!
her 35,
by wait.-- ! July, 1913. for the full porlod of fifty
jy u !,ro.ij.l.t to ii.lrnj,
July $I9.5;
pork. May $19.50;
hz upon the fc'in. And w Im other'
$19.30.
tit liHisar Lrt
;rd. If rmhln
t). the locit'on of tlifl yi fS' tr'-Urd. May $10. 7",; July $10. TV
i
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.
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17c
each
15c dress ginghams,' best makes,
.
per yard
8 c
full count apron ginghams,
6V&c
per yard
25c English long cloth, per yard.17c
33c crepe ratines and plain ratines,
21c
per yard
10 percale, assorted patterns, 31
7c
inches, per yard
7c calico, American or Pilgrim
Bo
print, per yard
20c children's black chose, triple
14c
knee, per pair ..
27
rough
Inches,
17c seersuckers,
13c
dry fabric, per yard

S. F. HEMLER,

,.:.:

3 AIO 5

MAY

M OriOAY

h

one-fourt-

ASTONISH YOU

and Irrigation
Company, held on the 30th day of
January, A. D. 1913, which said meeting was called Dy a resolution duly
adopted on the 30th day of January,
1913, by the board of directors of said
corporation, a resolution was adopted
extending the corporate existence of
said corporation from July 14th, 1913,
for the full perio.l of fifty years from
that date.
r
That ail of the stockholders of said
The Gallinas Canal and Water Storage and Irrigation Company except
one were present at said meeting either in person or by proxy and that the
said resolution above mentioned was
duly adopted upon a vote of all of the
Btockkholders of said
corporation,
and the assent of all of said stock
holders was given to said amendment,
except one not present though duly
notified.

All

THESE BARGAINS WILL

al and Water Storas

g

I

i

appUca- -
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1111 If

P

ant cipate a heavy selling on these two days but

one-tent- h

They could not, of course, cure them. Water Storage and Irrigation
For knowledge of past and present pany, each to me personally known,
history has grown out of all compass, and who being by me severally and
and interest has become specfalized. duly sworn did say: That S. F. HemIt is enough that we recognize that ler Is such president and Judd A.
AT
aiX PAPERS DISCONTINUED
method now in use is highly- ar- Detterick is such secretary, respecthe
TIME
OP
EXPIRATION
THE
tificial, and beg those who are best tively, of said corporation mentioned;
PAID FOR
able to give us occasional relief. The that at a special meeting of the
the undertaking might take the form of stockholders of said The Gallinas Can-

!

s

,

Com-

are guaranteed
and
weekly circulation a Society for the Prevention of Cruel
dally
largest
New ty to Worthy Topics. ,
i any newspaper In northern

-

li

facilities for handling business will be equal to the demand. With present prices the lowest
and assortments the bast, you should supply your needs at the earliest opportunity. Stocks
are very complete andthe merchandise more beautiful than ever before We insure you a savto
on the regular prices o1 everything offered.
ing of fully

1--

Adertlsri

R

ATURDAY

di-rc- rt

rder.
M responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
aon.

Ml

7T

is to
the evil of
'65 be corrected, the emedy must be ad7.50 ministered by our men and women of
t'ae Year
Dally by Msll
prominence' Only the other day a
6.00 chance remark of Mr. Choate's was
One Year
WM. G. HAYDON,
3.00 cuught up by the
wholo land, and
lx Months
Notary Public, San Miguel
showed whpl one man could do to
County, New Mexico.
a nation's thought. I would he a
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
.
down
to
sit
relief to bo able
among (Seal),
GROWER
due's' fellows and out of a clear sky . My commission expires Jan. 31st,
One Tear
launch forth on an "off" topic with- 1917.
tlx Montha
out being called "highbrow." Think State of New Mexico, County of San
of the experts on, Subjects In them.
Miguel, ss.
On this 5th day oi April, A- (Cash In Aavance for Mall Subscrip- selves Interesting who, because they
before me appeared S. F. Hemare not "timely," mut remain silent.
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money Our leading men, by a word here and ler, president, and Judd A. Detterlck,
and
K sent otherwise we will not there, could alleviate such conditions. secretary, of The Gallinas Canal
W--

Die Month

K

cv
'
( I

PR! DAY, MAY 2, 1913.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
of Santa Fe came in last
night for few days' business visit in
Las Vegas.
J. H. Miller, a. wen known business
man of Albuquerque, came in last
night for a short business visit in Las

J. E. tlaxk

Shoes With Style, I
fit and Lomtort

PERSONALS

I

J:

'

j

five

W. C- - Ktfistr of Topeka is in Las
Vegas for a short business visit. Mr.
Keiser is connected with the Railway
Firemen's order and is here on bust

OPEN UP

AT :A C C O U N

TH

ith

T

,
cess for that fraternity.
D. MacCurdy of Albuquerque is in
Hallett Reynolds Is spending sever-a- l
the city for a few days" business visit
days, at El Porvenir, where be went Vegas. '
C L. Swain of Sherman, Texas,
oa
will
Mrs.
Stress
Frank
leave
(EL
Of course if you think shoes
yesterday.
came
in last eight for a few days'
Homer F. Tilton returned yesterday Monday for Excelsior Springs, Arte,
them
besiness visit ia Las Vegas.
are just shoes, you can get
to El Porvenir after having been in where she wi!l speed a few weeks on
SIll.COO
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Garrison are in
;
If
I a vacation.
are
critical,
.Las
you
anywhere.
Vegas for several days.
!
The small account will get the same courteous treatment as the large one,
J. F. Curns the well to own busi the "city for a few days' visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carlelon of
however, and descriminate beMr. and Mrs. Garrison were
friends.
in.;
came
man
of
ness
Mound,
Wagon
i
(Watrous came in this morning for a i
We pay 4 per cent interest on savings, $1,00 opens an account.
tween ordinary shoes and the
last
from Mora. Ee is on his . itsltieci.s of Las Vegas last summer
few days visit in this city.
I
friends
here. They
have
and
home.
many
way
have
kind that really
STYLE,
OFFICERS...
For Rent 4 room furnished flat,
are on their way to" California. ,
uiUMnim vt
iuzjl
W.
modern, well located. $23.00. lCVest-- 1
Geo.
H.
John
Harris.
FIT and COMFORT, you will
Vice
President
Vice
Cleofes
President
President
Hunker,
Romero,
,
F. M. Hughes of So!ar.o drove in
Cetiiio Rosehwald, Secretary
W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
Ivo
,
in
Mora
auh:s
last
ask
for
Ford
Eight from
short vi;t. Mr. Go.dsxciih wU be tie
certainly
E. E. Johnson returned this after
to. He has been in Mora for the past
"
noon from Springer where he has been;"
Mrs. R. "White and sister, former res few days attending the session of the
on business for the past few days.
located at district court of Mora county. Mr.
I'H rinnr nf Tl Pasn ramp in this idents of this city but now this
after- - Hughes left today for his home.
Trinidad,
passed through
afternoon for a few days' visit wituj
Meredith Jones, timber inspector for
TODAY'S BASEBALL
enroute
noon
from California to their
Mrs.'Clarv who has been here for the
SHOES
Santa Fe Railway company, arthe
EOmeI
nast few TnnnttiH
rive;! jn the c- -T 'ast mVnt for a fee
C. L, Justice cl Roy came in
M; Schott representative for the
Whatever your footwear needs,
Pittsburgh Beats Cardinals
for a short business visit in Las days' vistl wtthTEsTamiiy.' Jir. Jones
eomnanv of
Kower Tvmberr
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 2. The Pirwe can supply you.Mr. Justice came in frora has been employed in Arizona an.l
Chicago, was a business visitor at ihei
parts of Kew Mesied for a number oi ates defeated St. Louis hero today by
iwi ui j iru9 etui luuaji
months and seldom visits Las Vegas. the score of 5 to 4.
Mora
of
session
county.
C. E. McGumness of Santa Rosa'conrt
R. H. E.
we
Chris Wiegand, the well known resiwamer
D.
D.
and
family passei
came in last night from Mora whe'e
4 9 1
Louis
St.
oldone
dent
of
and
Las
of
Hoffmen &
the
Vegas
on
this
afternoon
here
trail
through
he has been attending the session cf
5 9 0
No. 10 enioute from San Bernardino, est residents, has returned from Cali- Pittsburgh
th district pmirt of fnr fwutv
Batteries:
St.
Louis
Griner
Agtaf tor tic NEV IDEA 10c Titterm
Mrs.
and
fornia
be
and
where
to their home in St Louis.
Wiegaad
- Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Bourne and i California,
PHONE MAIN 104
a
have spent the winter. .Mrnd Mrs. V. ingo; Pittsburgh Hendrcks and
W. T. Reed left this morning fen . :
1
are pleased with California, (Kelly.
Wiegand
Ribera where Mr- - Boume has Bold a
1- -2
National Leage.
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Havens and but still admit that Las Vegas is t'ue
car. They will return this evenine.
at
Cincinnati
clear.
4Chicago;
place.
came
this
in
only
4'
El
of
Paso,
Dr."" Frank H. H. Roberts returnei daughter
This $4.00 Btove"wlH be old all over the U. S. for one day only
St Louis at Pittsburgh; cloudy.
4 this afternoon from Carrizozo and El afternoon from that place foe. a few
4
10th for f 2.00. Send in your orders early to be delivered on
Xew
at
Tork
May
clear.
Philadelphia;
Mr.
Havens
TONIGHT
FIGHTS FOR
4
formerly
Paso where he has been for the pist weeks' visit
that
Boston
and Brooklyn; clear.
day.
with tie Ciay and
4
week. Dr. Roberta delivered a com- was connected
EWS from the school S
American League
1. THINK of toasting tw all ces of crispy, brown toast right at your
the
for
Havens
444-44
stable,
past
livery
mencement address while In Carrizozo
Chicago at Detroit; clear.
breakfast table in a couple of minutes.
Jimmy Clabby vs. Eddie McGoorty, and visited various places in thi few months has been in the employ!
Normal ptoses.
Cleveland at St. Louis; clear.
Dick at El. Paso.
A.
10 rounds at Denver.
of
J.
2. THINK of that tried egg or rasher of bacon being done to a turn
southern part of the state.
uo ii&s been in
I'jfcoiueui uoutrti,
Washington at Boston; clear.
along with the toast.
the southern part of the state on eduPhiladelphia at New York; clear.
3. THINK big cheerful thoughts in sickness or emergency with
cational business, wilt return home
American Association.
Tostovo at hand to heat water, milk or broth or to use at the bedz.
tomorrow on train So.
Minneapolis at Columbus; clear.
side.
Miss May
St Paul at Indianapolis; clear.
Wednesday
morning
4 THINK bright thoughts, you office people with that cup of hot
Ross read Maupassant's story, "The
Kansas City at Toledo; clear.
tea or soup to "top off" those cold lunches El Tostovo does it
a
Milwaukee
instrucat
and
Necklace,"
gave shoit,
Louisville; clear.
tive uLk on tne short story, its na5. THINK this one for the youngsters. El Tostovo is a marvel
Western League
Denver at Lincoln; clear.
at popping corn. Just use an ordinary wire popper.
ture, and its purpose. "The Neck
Omaha at St. Joseph; clear.
lace" is a beautiful little story and
6. THINK all you young people who know the delights of the
carries with, it a valuable lesson, and
Topeka at 'Wichita; cloudy.
midnight "snack." El Tostovo is there with a capital "T.
Des Moines at Sioux City; rain.
in 3 manner in which it was delivered
7. THINK that El Tostovo does this wtihout soot, smoke or dirt
served to make it far more
and with most of the bother left out
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
8.
THINK that you use your, own utensils in all this. Thus does El
.
r;
National League.
Tostovo
adapt itself to your needs.
At Philadelphia:
The students were honored last
Philadelphia, 1;'
9.
of the thousands of steps you will save in five years,
THINK
New
0.
from
visit
a
York,
Rupert
Wednesday by
between kitchen and breakfast table.
At' Brooklyn: Brooklyn, 4; Boston,
F. Asplund of the State Educational
10. THINK if you can of any other cooking appliance you have
offices at Santa Fe. Mr. Asplund 2.
At- - Pittsburg:
St Louis, 9; Pitta-burthat is guaranteed for five years.
spoke briefly to the student body on
7."
"Getting the Proper Point of View
El Tostovo ia furnished complete with cord and attachment plug to
At Chicago: Cincinnati, 8; Chicago,
in Life." His talk was greatly enbe used on any lamp socket
4.
joyed and appreciated.
It starts to heat the moment the current is snapped on. Ideal for
American League.
warm weather because the visible glowing coils add cheer and hosAt Detroit: Chicago, 8; Detroit, 5.
At a meeting of the senior class
pitality to the meal without increasing the heat of the room.
New
At
York: Philadelphia, 4; New
Wednesday afternoon it was decided
GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS YOU NEED EL TOSTOVO.
that both the boys and girls of ail de- Yorlc, 2.
Let us demonstrate its. eXficien cy to you today.
partments who are to graduate tils , At Boston. Boston, 8; Washington,
spring Ehould appear in caps and 8.
Western League.
gowns at the commencement exerAt Wichita: Wichita, 7; Topeka, 4.
cises. This is a slight departure from
At St Josepn: St Joseph, 7; Omaformer custom? bat it will be a
ha, 6.
great improvement as welL
At Sioux City: Sioux City, 6; Des
Saturday evening at the Normal Moines, 2.
.444
8
10
At Lincoln: Denver, C; Lincoln, 5. St Louis
hall, the seniors will be hosts to the
7.75; native cows and heifers $4.50
.294
12
i
5
Detroit .
remainder of the school at an Infonn- 8.50; Btockers and feeders $6.50
2.143 7.83; bulls
12
New York
al reception and general good time.
National League.
$5.757.50; calrea $5.50
Club
Won Lost Pet
This is the first affair of this kind
western steers $G.73'3S.25;
Western League.
10;
Club
12
.706
5
Won Lost Pet western cows $4.507.25.
given by the seniors this year and Chicago
.917
1
S
11
8
.615 Denver
every one is expecting to have a fine New York
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market 5 cents
3 . 709 higher.
6
4
..
10
.600 St. Joseph
time.
Bulk of sales $S. SOS'S. 40;
Philadelphia
'
3
9
.750 heavy $S.258.3S; packers and but8
6
.671 Lincoln
Brooklyn
I
.462 chers
6
9
.
.563 Sioux City
7
7,
Pictures of the Normal basketball St Louis
$S.30.42; lights $S.35
i
7
5
.417 S.45; pigs $7.2o7.75.
8
8
.500 Omaha
teams have been sent to Spalding and Pittsburg
...
8
.333
4
j to
.
3
.231 Des Moines
Reach to be used in their next Boston
10
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steady.
.167 Muttons
10
2
12
3
.200 Wichita
basketball guides. The record of the Cincinnati
$56.75; Colorado lambs
2
10
.167 ?7.258.60; range wethers and yearj teams
wiil show up well for the
American League
Topeka
'
Club
Won Lost Pet
.
school, the girls are the charnrions
lings $5.507.25; range ewes $3
3
.769
10
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
of the state and have the record of Philadelphia
6.50.
.688
11
5
Kansas City, May 2. Cattle, rehavin'lost but one game in three Cleveland
8
4
.667 ceipts 500. Market strong. Native
In Cradley Heath, Birmingham, Engyears; while the boys hold an equal, Washington
'
up-to-da- te
than any one else Chicago
j if not better,
If 8 .579 steers $78.73; southern steers $6.25 land, women blacksmiths make chains
.467
7
8
in the state to the state champion-- i Boston
S; southern cows and heifers $VIT for 5 cents a yard.
ship. They have played fifteen games
daring the iast season and have lost
i
but three.

THE PEOPLES BANK
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Capital
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TRUST CO.
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MAY TENTEI

ls-nig-

OT POINT DAY

-

J

will sell the famous

Graierlh

EL TOSTOVO

glowing electric stove

PRICE

for

bt

-

AN1NUUNI

We have succeeded in buying out the machinery
of the NATIONAL WOOLEN MILLS CLEANING
ESTABLISHMENT, which will be removed to and
run in connection ,with our Clothing: and Furnishing Store on Douglas Ave. We will have the entire
equipment ready for business
SATURDAY, MAY

LAS VEGAS LIGHT
POWER COMPANY

3rd, 1913

!

The reason we have entered in this business is:
GREATER LAS VEGAS needs a first class, reli
able establishment for the cleaning of garments
and we can assure you the best workmanship practical knowledge and experitnee can procure.
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We have been engaged in the tailoring and cleaning business for many years in the East and intend
establishment for
to make this the most
the cleaning and pressing of Ladies and Men's Garments in the Rocky Mountain Region.
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Ladies
Ladies
Ladies
Ladies

Long White Kid Gloves ...
Short White Kid Gloves , ...

1.150
;V

Plain Suits Cleaned and Pressed
Long Coats Cleaned and Pressed
Men's Suits Cleaned and Pressed

U

10c

..

$1.50

.

1.50
1.50

ALL OTHER PRICES ACCORDINGLY

i

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. May 2. The closing
sales at the New York Stock Ex- change today were as follows.
73
Amalgamated Copper

Sugar
Atchison
Heading
Southern Pacific
Vnion
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J. M. Cunningham, President
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$50,000.00
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T. Hoskins, Cashitr.
E S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash
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Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

160
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CAPITAL STOCK
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Office With the San
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530.000 00

Miuti National Bank

Wm. O. tiAVUON
H. W. Kfil.LY
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Frank Springer.
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SURPLUS
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$100,000.00

'.....lit

I'niied States Steel
T'nlted Spates Steel, pfd
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CAPITAL PAID IN

The prospects for a good sized
summer school are excellent At
ready quite a number have signified
their intention of attending and most
cf the rooms at La Casa de Ramona
have already been engaged for tre
summer.

There is no need for you to send your fancy
garments or white kid gloves away to be cleaned.
We will do your work here intelligently and well
at EASTERN PRICES.
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Confidence is the

Companion of
S uccess

TIE

LOCAL

CAP

Arrive

epan

2..
4..
8..

9:10 p. m
9:15 p.
No.
.11:05 p. m
11:05 p.
No.
. 2:05
2:10 a.
a. m
tfb. 10.. . 1:45 p. m....i 2:10 B

When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.

No.

I

No.

3.
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No.

7

No.

8.

.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.....
6:10 a. m....'.
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

:

The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant who

L.

E.

1:45 p.
6:15 a. o
4:30 p.
7:00 p. o

tmt
4T0

strives to keep it. He is building his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot afford to disappoint you.

Denial

moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N. M.

American girl for general
housework. Call 818 Main street, or
phone. Vegas 433.

HER

FOR RENT

Furnished
Grand avenue.

FOR RENT
Two
rooms. 414 Seventh

rooms,

32S

f

housekeeping

street

FOR RENT

Suite of rooms for light
housekeeping. 417 Eighth street

511

iind Glaring.

'est

Modern

For

furnished

Side Pl&ia

Old Tow

FOR SALE Jersey cow, $55, if taken
at once. Address E. F., Optic.
FOR SALE

Square piano and guitar.
alO. Lincoln avenue.

SALE At Kato Wright's
ranch, 7 miles northeast of Laa Vegas
near Azul, Wednesday, May 7, 1913,
live stock and farm implements.
Sale starts at 10:20 sharp. W. F.
Calhoun, Auctioneer.

II For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
use
Jti(M-uy- ou
EMPRESS
FLOUR
r
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a present for

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humbo'idt Kan.

100

do- -

Miscellaneous
TRAGIC

fourth
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MASONS
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From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or
Germs of any description No impurities, no
2000 lbs or more, each delivery, 20c
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery.. 25c
200 to 1000 lbs each delivery ...40c
50 to 200 lbs each delivery
50c
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CO.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Ma.ii 227
.

RETAIL PRICES
log., or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
2,000

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30o per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
...50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity m
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Zieg-le- r

Co., Chicago.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby givm that Vin
cento Ciddio of bust Laj Vegas, who.
on December 16, 190', iuu.de homestead entry, No. 0020 L, for W
NVV
Vi section 31, W
SW
section 30,
township 14 N, rai:se n U, f, M. ,
M., bus filed uo'k'e rf Intention o
wake five year proof, to esluMiiih
clului ) Dm luufl h)xt duiJiit'lljed,
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LAS VEGAS ICE
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Market Finders
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J. T. Buhlor secretary;
treasurer.

"
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
ATTORNEYS
COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets" second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
HUNKER & HUNKER
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunli
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard
Attorneys-at-LaLas Vegas.
New Men'
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.

Story

trations.

1

t

ROY-

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

of America's Greatflood, wind and fire,
the biggest money maker agents
ever had. $15.00 daily if you start
now. Large J1.00 book, 100 Illus-

is.

bTA'JTIFUL
r I. INCH- -

M

NO. 3.

Regilar
first Monday ln
"h month at Masonlo
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.

C. H. Bally,

est Disaster,"

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

I

j !

Meets second aat
eaal
Thursday evening
month 'at W. o ' W. Hall. VUltUi
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. it
W. Houf, Dictator,
J. Thorcitii
'
Secretary. .

C;

street

Jing isomething
i
you a ao any

I !
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FOR SALE Jersey cow and chick
ens. Mrs. Harry Vogt 1024 Third

s giving you

PLATE

1

are cordially Invited. Chas. Liebacn
Chancellor
aer.
1
p
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

AUCTION

SILVER

t

n

air, nothing but Pure ICE.

&ate

Estimates Cheerfully Given.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOII THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

' t

r-'X-

furnished flat

RENT Two-roohouse, 921 Lincoln.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

J

Mf

41

Ninth street.

FOR

X

m

if rsm

monUl- -

.......

MAN

lardwood Finishing, Paper HanrlBi

one

(

KNIGHTS OF PY'
TH I AS Meets ev- ery Monday even- ling in Castle Hall.
Visiting
Knlgiit

FOR RENT CHEAP Nicely furnish
ed three room flat close In. Phone
Main 407. ,
FOR RENT

MAN PROCESS

f

and

5

PETER P. MACKEL

Made

!

first

NO.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Mett In the Forest of brotherly
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
fourth: Tuesday evening of eacb
'on the second and fourth; Fridays
month Elks home on Ninth treH
C. H.
Of, each month a( ? p m.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotL
Consul
;
G.
Lacmnile, Clerk.
Stewart,
ers are cordially Invited.- - Giv. Wm.
members
FOR
are especially
RENT L4ght
Visiting
housekeeping
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conwelcome and cordially invited.
rooms, upstairs. 810 Lincoln Ave
don, Secretary.

CARRIAGE

FLOUR reclb

!

LODGE

AMD

get to know all these good
stores and their splendid offerings read the advertisements
every night in

I

DORADO

com-J- f

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
fKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave
d Tues-V- '' Seal.
fay ln each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O.
O. MOOSE
KlnkeL 3.
Chas. Tamme.

president;

WANTED

Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m

To

I

'

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every
B. Huhhard. H. P.; p. O.
of the month ln the vestry
Tuesday
Blood. Secretary.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
"
mmm mm
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
m&aijmmvmJiPmmr'
Isaac
cordially Invited.
Appel,
S. Meets flrit and third
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
Fridays
Charles
Sec
President;
Greenclay,
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonlo Temple,
retary.
Mra. J. o. Rutledee, Worthy Matron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary. I. O. O. F. LAS
VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Telephone Main 329.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
WANTED Waitress at Model Cafe,
their hail on Sixth street All visit405 Kailroad avenue.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
ing brethren cordially Invited to att102 Meea every Monday
night at
end. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
WANTED Porter.
Steady employ
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Lehman,
8
ment. Call Secretary
o'clock. Visiting
Commercial
are
Farl Wertz, Treasurer;
Secretary;
Club.
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

;

I

ADVER

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage,' Manicure

Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.

J

8aCl1

cents per line each Insertion.
Ettltnate tlx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy le
apace than two
llnea. All
advertla mmtt charged
will be booked at space actually
t,
without regard to number of worda.
Cash In advance preferred.

i'

429 GRAND AVE.

I

Regular

In
Thur8iay
Visiting
V"'
brothers cordially Invited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M... H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
v

Five

Professional Health Culture for Ladlei

N. O.

I

M.

third

t-s--

TISEMENTS

i

SIGN PAINTING

I

CLASSIFIED

A.

munication

COLUMN

B.

AUTOMOBILE,

DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

Fr fount

H'JXMANN
Dentist
work of any description
F.

AN D ReGULAS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL
.

FOR

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

Crockett Building.
Main i.
Office Telephone
Main It
House Telephone
DR.

SHORT ORDERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

HIT.
RATES

RESTAURANT

Wanted!

,

DENTIf

HAMMOND,

LOBBY

in

DENTISTS
DR.

OPTIC

15he

X'A'.;

EAST BOUND
No.

me

CONTEST

ORATORICAL

Oberlin. o.. Mav ?. Today the ho
tels and fraternity houses of Ober
lin are thronged with college Btudents
who are here to attend the annual
contest of the Northern
Oratorical
league, the greatest event of the year
in western forensic circles.
Seven
speakers, the pick of their respective
schools, are to engage in the contest
The contestants, their subjects and
the colleges the-- : represent are as fol
lows: Alvln Carl Rels, University of
Wisconsin, "The Toll of Industry";
George G. Glick, University of Iowa,
"Slaves of Tradition"; J. Howard Hin- sbaw. University of Illinois, "Liberty
and License"; Percival C. Blonshard,
University of Michigan, "Christianity
and the Social Order"; Henry L. Wells
Northwestern University, "Patriotism
of Progress"; Luther II. Gulick, Oberlin College, "The Fight for Modernism," and Miss Lillian Byrnes, University of Minnesota, "The Significance of the Woman Movement." Miss
Byrnes Is the first woman ever to appear in a contest of the league.
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silent attitude when Cra.ee Xc'.r
N i
k
I
came in from the hall.
Grace turned up the lights, and then
"Oh!" It was impossible to prevent
an unpleasant compression of the
mouth at discovering Gregory so near
his wife. "Am I in the way? I am
BY
looking for company, and I heard the
doorbell please excuse me!" she added, biting off the words.
"Of course you are not in the way,"
ILLTJSTBATIONS'BY'
Gregory returned desperately. "Company, you say? And you heard the
doorbell is Bob Clinton " He grew
white. "My eyes are bad, for some
(COPYCIGHT 1912
reason," he muttered, and switched off
the lights again.
"How very dark you have it in
here!" said Grace reprovingly. "Of
course Mr. Clinton has been shown
where it is light I
how true that fn we do, Indeed, need the
Him every hour."5
She did not start at his voice, though will go tojilm there, and leave you
his presence had been unsuspected. two " she paused irresolutely, but
She raised her serious eyes, and ob- neither spoke.
Grace had no sooner gone than Gregserved his haggard face. "Mr. Gregory with an effort found his voice.
ory, you are ill."
"No the light hurts my eyes." He "Lucy, my conscience has tormented
turned oft the lights and drew a chair me until it will not let me rest about
near her. The room was partly re- you. It's right to know something
vealed by an electric aro that wung more about my life than I hav ever
at tho 3treet corner Its mellowed told"
beams entered the open window.
"Right in there," said the maid's
"Lucy, I have something very Impor- voice, from the hall, and Abbott Ashton and Robert Clinton entered the
tant to say to you."
Her fingers continued to wander
While Robert was greeting Mrs.
among the '.ceys, making the iiymn
barely audible, then letting it die Gregory with exaggerated pleasure, in
order to escape facing her husband,
away, only to .". . revived.
have jever ioken of this Abbott spoke to the other with an odd
"Lucy,
before, but it .as seemed to me for sense of meanness, as if he partook,
a long time that we liave .andered by mere nearness, of the other's cowrather far apart yes, rery far apart. ardice. "I wish to speak to you for
We sit close together, alone, our lands a few minutes, Mr. Gregory."
could touch, but our souls 'Ive in dif-- ,
Gregory, like an animal brought to
ferent worlds. Oo you ever feel that bay, said, "I suppose you've some exi
cuse about playing cards with Fran."
i j
;
iway?"
"More
Important than playing
She ceased playing abruptly, and
answered almost in a whisper, "Yes." cards," Abbott returned.
Gregory fought off the inevitable:
"Perhaps it is my fault," ..aid Gregyour position
ory, "although I know that if you had Tf you refer to' losing
taken more interest In what interests at the public school "
"No, Clinton has come home from
me, if you had been true to the Faith
Springfield, and we have a mattei" "
as I have tried to be "
"It'i. pressing business,? spoke up
"I have been true to you," said Mrs.
Robert, who all thic time had been
Gregory.
"Of course of course there is no asking Mrs. Gregory if her mother was
' Simon
Jefferson was no worse,
question of our being true to each well,
was hearty, if Grace Noir was
ran
if
am
I
feel
I
not wholly to
other.
that
blame. Lucy, it has been my fault at home "and private business."
"I have no business," Mr. Gregory
and it has been your fault that is
exclaimed, in fear, "that my wife need
how I look at it."
There was silence, then she said, not know."
"This
cried Robert Then re"There seems nothing to be done."
"How do you mean? You speak as membering, he struck the keys a reif our love were dead and buried "
sounding chord.
Mrs. Gregory was about to leave
She rose abruptly, saying, "And Its
the room.
grave unmarked."
"No, no!" exclaimed Mr. Gregory,
"Sit down, Lucy I haven't told you
what I came to' tell you must listen Btarting to the door to intercept her,
and try to see it as I see it. Let us "I want you to stay. I'll have no sebe reasonable and discuss the future crets from you, Lucy. I want you to
hear what these gentlemen have to
in a in a sensible and matter-of-fac- t
say." He glared at Abbott as if daring
way. If you will agree "
"I will not agree to it," she answered him to 3peak the words that must de"Let me go, Mr. Gregory, stroy his wife's last feeble hold on
firmly.
there is no need ever to bring up that her position.
"I hope Mrs. Gregory will excuse
subject."
He had risen, and now in blank us," said Abbott, smiling at her as
amazement, he stared at her, repeat- cheerfully as he could, "but she knows
ing, "You will not agree to it? To that there are matters of business
what? You are unreasonable. What that women don't understand, or care
to learn. This is something that resubject have I brought up?"
"It is very true skat we have drifted lates merely to you, Mr, Gregory, and
,
,
too far apart to be as we were in the ourselves."
"Of course I understand you, AbBut there is still somebeginning.
thing left to me, and this something I bott," said Mrs. Gregory gently, "and
shall cling to as long as I can. I mean Mr. Gregory Is wrong to Insist on my
to avoid the publicity, the open expos- interrupting women are always in
ure, the shame of of a neglected the way" She smiled, and, slipping
around Gregory, had reached the door,
wife."
"My God!" whispered Gregory, fall- when, she came face to face with
ing back, "then somebody has told you Grace Noir, entering. At sight of her
for Grace did not pause, but went
about Springfield it was Fran!"
"I don't know what you mean," she over to the piano Mrsl Gregory apreturned, apparently without emotion. parently reconsidered, and stepped to
"What I mean is, that I shall never her husband's side,
"So you did come," Grace said, smilconsent to a divorce."
"A divorce? Good heavens, Lucy, ing at Robert. "Shall we go into the
are you mad? Do you think I want other room?"
Robert reveled in her beauty, and to
a separation because you disown the
church? What have I ever done to that extent his anger against Gregory
make you imagine such an absurdity?" flamed higher. "Pretty soon," he said,
She answered gently, "Yes, it eeems "pretty soon, Miss Grace in Just
I misunderstood. But you said you twenty minutes " he looked at his
wanted me te discuss the future in a watch, then at Abbott.
"I must tell you, Mr. Gregory," Abmatter-of-fac- t
way, and I couldn't
think of the future as having any other bott began rapidly, "that I had Just
matter-of-fac- t
thirty minutes to consummate the
solution."
Gregory was hotly indignant. "Lucy, matter with you Just half an hour,
if that is meant as an insinuation when we came here, and ten minutes
are already gone. Only twenty minagainst "
utes are left."
Mrs. Gregory raised her hand
"What do you mean by your twenty
"Do not speak any name,"
she said, looking at him steadily. "I minutes being left?" Gregory bluscan endure much," she went on, In a tered.
Abbott spoke carefully, at the same
milder tone, finding him silent; "I
often wonder if many women could en- time drawing a little farther away
dure as silently but there must never from the man he despised: "Bob has
been to Springeld about that matter,
be a name mentioned between us."
Her manner was so unwon'tedly you understand."
"No, I don't," cried Gregory. "Or if
final, that he stood looking at her, not
I do tell it out all of it."
knowing how to resume the pressing
"He has been to Springfield," Absubject of his past. They were in that bott
went on, "and he got on the inside of the business, and the interests
are determined that that they will
retaliate on you for your successes in
the past, and at the same time be a
.same

I
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back-parlo-

CHAPTER I Frn arrives at Hamilton
borne In Llttleburg, but finds
CSf try's
abeent conducting the choir at a
p meeting.
CHAPTER n She repairs thither In
arch of him, laughi
the service
ad la aaked to leave. during

CHAPTER m Abbott Aahton. superintendent jot achools, escorts Fran from
.ti tent He tells her Gregory la a
wealthy man, deeply Interested In charity
work, and la a. pillar of the church. Ash-to- n
becomes greatly Interested In Fran
and, while taking leave of her, holds her
hand and la seen by Sapphtra Clinton,
lster of Robert CUnton, chairman of the
boot board.
CHAPTER IV Fran tells Gregory she
wan la a home with him. Grace Nolr,
regory's private secretary, takes a vlo-dislike to Fran and advises her to go
d
; way at once.
Fran hints at a
secret, and Gregory, In agitation,
aks Gnus to leave the room.
of
CHAPTER V Fran relates a
ww Gregory married a young story
girl at
vprlnrfleld while attending college and
then deserted her. Fran la the child of
that marriage. Gregory had married his
present wife three years before the death
M Fran's mother.
nt

twenty-year-el-

CHAPTER VI Fran finds Mm. Oreg- woman, and takes a

sweet, sincere
fT
m mug to her.

CHAPTER VII Gregory explains that
Fran Is the daughter of a very dear
friend now dead. Fran agrees to the
story. Mrs. Gregory Insists on her making her home with them and takes her to
her arms. The breach between Fran and
O race widens.
CHAPTER Vni-- It
is decided that
Fran must go to school. Grace shows
s story of
in
Interest
Gregory
persistent
his dead friend and hints that Fran may
be an lmposter. She threatens to marry
Bob Clinton and leave Gregory's service,
much to the tatter's dismay. Fran declares that the secretary must go.
'

CHAPTER IX Grace begins nagging
tactics In an effort to drive Fran from
the Gregory home, but Mrs. Gregory remains stanch In her friendship.
CHAPTER X Fran Is oraerea oerore
Superintendent Ashton to be punished for
Insubordination In school.
Chairman
Clinton Is present The affair ends In
Fran leaving the school In company of
the two men, to the amazement of the
scandalmongers of the town.
CHAPTER XI Abbott, while taking a
walk alone at midnight, finds Fran
on a
bridge telling her fortune by cards. Bha
tells Abbott that she Is the famous Hon
tamer. Fran Nonpareil. She tired of clr- eua 111 :jd wuUM a
CHAPTER XII 5raos tells of seeing
Fraa come home after midnight with
a
'saw. She guesses part of the Btorr and
BfTe
derest
the
from
Abbott
surprises
cides to ask Bob Clinton to go to Sprtng-'Ael- d
to investigate Fran's story.
CHAPTER XIII Fran enlists Abbott
m her battle against Grace. Egged on by
Grace, Gregory Insists on his wife going
to church, something she has not dons
sinee Grace became one of the houae- CHAPTER XIV Fran offers her servto Gregory as secretary during the
temporary absence of Grace. The latter,
hearing of Fran's purpose, returns and
Interrupts a touching scene between father
and daughter.
i
CHAPTER XV-F- ran
goes fishing with
Mrs. Gregory's brother. Abbott whose
retention as superintendent is to be
that day, finds her sitting alone In
a buggy, he joins her and
Is discovered
bv Clinton and nig sister.
(Continued from Yesterday)
ice

i

CHAPTER

XVIII.

Just Thirty Minutes.
During: the week spent by Robert
Clinton in search of Fran's
a consciousness of his absence and its
cause was like a hot iron branding
Gregory's brain. What a mocking fa
tality, that it should have been Grace
to send Robert on his terrible errand
an errand which must result in ruin!
Mrs. Gregory would be pitied when
It became known how she had been deceived;. Fran would be pitied because
she was a disowned daughter; Grace
would be pitied for trusting in the integrity of her employer but Gregory,
who of all men needed pity most,
would be utterly despised. He did not
think of himself alone, but of his works
of charity they, too, would fall, in his
disgrace, and Walnut Street church
even religion itself would be discredited because of an exposure that
could avail nothing.
Gregory had been too long proclaiming the living God not to feel Him as
a Presence, and in this Presence he
felt a shuddering fear that could suggest no relief but propitiation. He as
t,

well as Abbott Ashton had kept him-- '
eelf Informed of Robert's movements
as far as they were fciown to Miss
Sapphira, hence the day of Robert's
return found his thought of atonement
at Its most frenzied stage.
As evening wore on, he made up his
mind to the fatal step.
Before Robert could oppose him,
Gregory would confess. Now that
the last hour had come, he sought his
wife, reeling like a sick man as he
descended the hall stairs.
Mrs. Gregory was softly playing an
old hymn, when be discovered her
presence in the brilliantly lighted parlor. Grace was expecting a visit from
Clinton and hud made the room cheerful for his coming, and Mrs. Gregory,
looking in and finding no ohm p;,;ait,
Uu4
(jiik upon the ftluol before (Jim
I'lUfiQ, Kim liid tml t:tt imr liuuljiiiid,
tut Unf fttiu VVHK bHit i;W UH llti furl- 'iui-"J ;'i.
injily

half-light- .:

:

Is"

help to Bob."
"I don't understand," Gregory gasped
blankly.
"Me neither," muttered Robert.

"It's very simple," Abbott

If f

fWi A S

Wmm

main-

tained.
"The Springfield interests
want to give you a blow, and give Bob
a helping hand. Therefore, you aro
to transfer yeur.secretary to his store,
where a bookkeeper is needed."
"Oh, indeed," interposed Grace Noir
icily. "I am a mere pawn, I presume,
to be sent where I em wanted. But I
would like to ask Mr. Clinton If he
found out anything about Fran, while
he was in Kpringfield?"
"Fran is all she claims to be," Rob-T- t

dndaml bluntly.
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SPECIALIZE

Fran turned on the lights to their
fullest extent, and looked about with
en elfish smile.
Hamilton Gregory was mute.
ON
"I have your promise," said Abbott,
bowing gravely. "That's enough."
"Yes," groaned Gregory, "but It is
infamous."
Fran looked at Abbott inscrutably.
"Third time's the charm," she said in
a whisper. "I'm proud of you this REACHED THE SHAVE- - SHOPS NEW MANAGEMENT
OF CRYSTAL
time, Abbott"
LAST
NIGHT JUST AS THE
ICE PLANT TO ENTER INTO
Grace turned with cold dignity, and
DOORS WERE LOCKED
A NEW FIELD.
moved slowly toward the hall door.
Fran slipped between Clinton and
the piano, and began to play softly, Last evening at 7 o'clock the barber
Beginning May 1, 1913, we will b
carelessly with one hand, while she ships closed their doors at that hour prepared to deliver Crystal ice in any
waiched.tift. reiregnggpx.
for the first time in their history. At quantity.
about 7:30 o'clock at each shop were
Having confidence tn Lrs Vegas as
seen business men, who evidently had an advantageous point at which to
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
forgotten the. new ruling, pounding establish a collecting and distributand scratching the doors in a frantic ing depot for farm and dairy
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
we have leased the ice making
way, but the barbers heeded not and
collar and harness galls heal up
the angry business men went hou and storage plant owned by the CrysSNOW
quickly when BALLARD'S
ith a big grouch and threatening tht tal Creamery Co.
LINIMENT is applied. It is both healwould buy a safety razor at once
We are overhauling and instating
they
ing and antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and rid themselves of the
new machinery in the plant and ar
independent
and fl.OO per bottle. Sold by Central barber.
prepared to Invest such capital as Is
Drug Oo.
This morning, after having spent a needed to afford ample and proper
peaceful night they came quite sub- facilities for the handling of fruit,
dued, and, on a second thought
vegetables, eggs and creamery prowent to their barbers with
ducts, which we believe will foster
cigars and after congratulating them and encourage dairy fanclng to which
on the new regulation passed on their this locality is. unusually wen adapted.
rejoicing.
'
ON way
As for the barbers, they were quite
Oar men are experienced, practical
at a loss as to how to spend that men and we guarantee to furnish yoa
extra hour and the most of them put with the best quality of absolutely-pure- ,
in the time in deciding as to how they
hygienic ice at a moderate
would hereafter use that large period. price. We solicit your patronage as
"Yes if you dismiss me," Grace anOne barber was wondering if his wife being a concern worthy of encourageswered, her eyes smoldering.
MASTER WALTER GEDDER SENDS was yet aware of the fact that the ment in opening up a new industry
"Lucy" Gregory was almost beside
THE OFFICERS SCURRYING
shops were closing an hour earlier for your country. See advertisement:
himself "tell her she must stay-i-t- ell
and if it would be best for him to THE LAS VEGAS ICE AND STOR-- i
ADDRESS
WRONG
TO
these men we cannot go on. with our
AGE COMPANY.
,
good time
spend that hour having
work, without her."
He thought it over, and, after conNot for worlds would Mrs. Gregory
New York, May 2. Master Walter
have betrayed her eagerness for Irace Gedder is only seven years old, but sidering what women can do if they
to go, but for no consideration would he doesnt
lisp and he never weeps are enraged, decided to go home and
she have asked her to stay. "Mr.
he
and
isn't afraid of dark hallways sit by his peaceful fireside until his
or big policemen, either. He has the cute little wife called him for dinlarge blue eyes of a seraph and the ner.
Th"9 go the trials and troubles of
grin and disposition (according to
Policeman Keating, who found him) the new barber regulation and fori
of a "little "divvle." Also he is on his the present the barbers must still ex-- j
way to the Panama exposition in Cali- pect to hear the frantic kneck onj
fornia, which isn't due for some time their doors after 7 o'clock, but never
yet. But as Master Gedder is small will they yield to the late citizens,
The regulation is a good one, says
and his legs short and the .only way
AND
MUSIC, BIG CROWD
he could see of getting out to the everybody, aa heretofore the ftarber GOOD
SMOOTH FLOOR COMBINE TO
coast was toddling it he thought he was forced to go without his dinner
MAKE IT JOLLY
until 8 o'clock and the constitution
had better start right away.
of a man calls for better care of the
But where did he start from?
Good music, a smooth floor and a
Make believe the policeman at the stomach. The business men either
Fourth street police station In Brook- will soon become "acclimated" to this big crowd combined to make th
new "regulation or go home to their baseball benefit dance at the armory
lyn wouldn't like to know!
last night a big success. Dancing beIn the first place, he was found at 4 family with a stubby heard.
gan shortly before 9 o'clock and cono'clock yesterday morning smilingly
tinued until after midnight. The-flooin
avenue
at
Third
a
hallway
asleep
BASEBALL IN ROSWELL
was filled with dancers and th
and Seventh street. Policeman Keating
RoswelL N. M, May 2 Roswell is
contained, a large number of
was especially surprised at the sight.
gallery
much interest in baseball this
"In Just Ten Minutes."
who enjoyed listening to
for it would appear that Master Ged taking
people
year, and a movement is now on foot
and watching the waltzers,
Gregory," she responded, '1 cannot der probably is not a child of poverty. to
organize a $10,000 stock company
conceive of your being in the power of He was very
blue
in
dressed
turkey trotters and grizzly,
neatly
with $2,000 paid in, to launch a city
business interests to such an extent
bearers as they glided about the hall
a
a
knickerbockers
and
and
Jacket
team.
as to drive yon to anything that seems
The music, which was furnished bjf
Buster Brown collar, which, despite
like taking your heart's blood."
Sam S. Toms, secretary of the Re
"I refuse!" cried Gregory, again. his hall way bed, was quite spotless. tailers' association, and Commercial the Sunshine State orchestra, a ne
"Of course I refuse."
organization, was delightful Nevn
His chubby legs were in black stockclub, is being urged to make the
"Very well," said Abbott turning.
ings in which was never a rent or a organization and possibly manage the selections were played in a way tha$
"But what are you going to do?" hole, and his stub-toe- d
made
feel like dancing, an4
black shoes team. Several
business the everybody
prominent
Gregory asked shrinkingly.
old favorites took, on added harm.
new. There was no hat over
wtre
men are back of the plan.
"I shall go now; my endeavor to
The orchestra is composed of si
his tousled yellow curls.
Good teams are being organized up
straighten out things or rather to
All the players are expert
On being awakened, he smiled affabpieces.
keep everything peaceful and
down
is
and
the valley. Carlsbad
to nothing, it seems. Good ly and with never a whimper acceded getting up a strong team in fact al-- j eneed in playing dance music ThS
instrumentation is as follows: cornet.
to Keating's. request that he accomevening, Mrs. Gregory."
one. Clovis will nave a
W.
"But wait! Wait! Let us discuss pany him to the police station. He ready have
McKelvy; violin, Joe Olguinj
team, and want to match a game here
this alone "
Joe Geoffreon; trombone
clarinet
even held Keating's hand on the way. the Fourth
of July when the Elks'
"It is useless now, for the time has He
confided that he was on his way bi? excursion comes. The New Mex Ernest Couer; piano, John Critesg
expired."
Ernest Guerin.
"That's right" Clinton confirmed, to the Panama fair at San Francisco ico Military Institute has one of the drums,
) The baseball association cleared, beand that he had left home a week aso. strongest teams In
clicking to his watch.
years. The high tween $50 and $75 on the
dance,
"And all of it is going to be told? At this last statement Keating studied school has a fair team.
hieh was well patronized. The orhim keenly. For a little boy who had
Everything?"
Roswell has good baseball material
"TJnles you will dismiss your sec- been
tramping for a week he was for a city team. Everything but a chestra helped boost baseball by
retary."
knocking off $10 from its regular price
clean.
good pitcher, and word has been re- for. dances.
"But you insult Miss Grate to speak amazingly
At the station house he told his ceived
Is
who
from Guy Williamson,
in that way. Good heavens, Abbott
what are you doing? How can you name with loud and clear enunciation. now in Philadelphia, that he will re
Insult that the best woman in the Then he said he lived at Nlnery-fourt- h turn and pitch for the cty team.
Hearth a Factor in Success,
street and Fourth avenue,
world?"
Raton will be over here durinz the! Tce largest factor contributing to
is undoubtedly health.
There was a moment's silence. Then where his father had a stable. Police- state Retailers' convention. They! afan'88cc
observed that a man 13
Mrs. Gregory turned to her husband men were sent there. They could find
'
Mill-- ,
New
Mexico
the
will
likely play
Beldom 6lck when nis
eia are reg..
and said quietly, "If Miss Noir is the no
family of the name of Gedder no tary institute.
; ular
he is never well when they are
best woman in the world, you should trace
of one. When they came back
For constipation you
Major D. C. Pearson is back of the constipated.
be the last man in the world to say
and told Master Walter that, he smil- move, and boostins the plan along. ' U
? good ss
so."
qu,ite
Chamberlain's Tabiet3. They
not
one
ed,
first
toorh
delightedly,
showing
He covered his face with his hands.
Mr. Toms has not said that he would
ony move the boweIs but )rnprove
"Everybody has turned against me," out.
take the matter up. hut has asked the! the appetite and strengthen the
he complained. "I am the most miserstreet and Fiftl
"Try Eighty-sixtto meet the retailers injgestion.
They are sold by all fleal- able man on earth because for mere axemie," he said then.
caprice, for mere snita, for no earthly
They tried.
week.
good, it is the determination of people
"Well," said Walter, "you might
ARBOS AND BIRD DAY
who have lost positions and the like,
look around Seventy-thirstreet and
to drive me wild."
N. D., May 2. Pursuant
rsisiuarck,
Robert Clinton thumped the keys of Second avenue for my father and
to the proclamation of Governor Han-n- a
mother."
the piano with one hand.
the people of North Dakota quite
They did and after that two nioie
"Why, hello, Mr. Bob!" cried Fran,
observed Arbor and Bird
generally
the
room. "So you're addresses that Walter offered theui
dancing Into
by
day
today
planting trees and flow- back, are you?" She shook hands with his attractive smile. Then on?
lers and building shelter houses for
breezily.
of the policemen said he honestly
wild birds.
In all the publia
"Come back, Abbott, come back!"
How to Remove Easily
that Walter ought to pet
schools
the
was
called Gregory, discovering that the! thought
set apart for the
day
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
or a spanking.
instruction o: the pupils in the knowV
young man was indeed going. "You good shaking
to try a remedy for freckles with the
But Walter's smile remained.
know what I must do, if you drive
edge of forestry and bird life.
me to the wall. I am obliged to do! "Think I'm scared ?" he asked with guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
what you say. State the condition; scorn. "Guess not."
will not cost you a penny unlss it
again if you have the courage to say
He was thereupon taken to the Chil- moves iho freckles; while If it does Moit Prompt and Effectual Cure fafi
j
it aloud."
Bad Colds.
dren's society, and the policeman give yoa a clear complexion the ex"The past will be forgotten," said that had
When you have a bald co, i
out to get the "Utile pense is trifling.
gone
yoi
want a remedy that will not only pUo,
Abbott solemnly, "if you give your;
Eimpiy get an ounce cf oih'no
word that your secretary shall go in tad" some cake and candy ate them
Wilef, but effect a prompt aai
nt
himself.
At the society Walter told double strength from any first-clie- s
the piornlug."
t
cure, a remedy ti&t is
to take, a remedy that contui;.
"And you'll take me In her place," no more than t the station house. Jruggist as! a few feppUcaUots
At a. Jfcte hwr Jii.ut ti;;lit tie Ii.v t ':.. 'A kl.'jv yvi how feiiy it is to nothlas
spoke up Fran declgediy.
CbimU.rUWw
injurious.
"The timi) U up," 'd Clinton hunh- umi
tourist ttilj wJtihtM rid yriin-.'- t of the
frcUu'rs
.pisjisn
lute
tJt I tUS;' Ue .Wrtf tt Lis .'fciw.s.
ly. "it's loo
It i:
td t a tearful eouitlfcxion- - P. re. :iren..ett.
.'.'.'( t X) " '
zvA-J.' ',rs tiaa w.s
is
Vr
ly
"
I
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pro-duc- ts

CHILD WANDERER

10-ce-

PLAYS JOKE
POLICE

!

BASEBALL

:

DANCE

IS SUCCESSFUL
AFFAIR

the-musi-

tan-goe- rs,

forgot-ten-i-com-

c

;

P'S?

h

d

rec

Face

de-

j

j,fr-mase-

tlf-a-ac-

"I

i.rU

j,roinl,
t,ut,

In

)m,
I

concentrated tone, leaning slight-

iu-i-

fJis

kw!;

-

prove

!.

'ItCiiV, Wtllfiljtlj
')'(; (t,,(iuis,,, )if

aa lit
"Abbott," Mr. Gr(u,f
th
beean tn
ltd:
-s oncceu, -- you nave always
.my friend and you have been interested in my charities you know how
important my secretary is to my work.
It is true that I did wrong, years ago
very wrong it Is true that I bitterlywhat shall I say? antagonized the
interests at Springfield. But that was
long ago. Am I to be punished now "
"Mr. Gregory," said Abbott, clearly
and forcibly, "I have nothing to do
with any punishment, I have nothing
to do with demanding the release of
I am a mere agent
your
of the Interests, sent to you to demand
that your secretary be dismissed in
the morning; and if you cannot see
your way to promise me now that you
will dismiss her, my office Is ended.
If you can promise to send her away,
I give you my word the transactions
shall be forever hushed up, so fax as
we are concerned. If yon cannot promise, all will be revealed at once."
"In just ten minutes," said Robert
Clinton, consulting his watch.
Grace stood looking at Gregory as if
turned to stone. She had listened intently to every word as it fell from
Abbott's lips, but not once had she
turned her head to look at him.
"Yon are cruel," Gregory flared out,
"you are heartless. If I send away
the only one who is in perfect knowledge and .sympathy with my mork "
"Then you refuse?"
"Of course I refuse. "'11 not permit
the work of years to perish because
of an unreasonable and preposterous
demand. You wouldn't exchange your
position here for Bob's, grocery, would
you, .Miss Grace?" he euded appeal-ingl-
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LOCAL NEWS

25 c PER; CAN

Special While They Ltxsi
All MONARCH Clifornia. Canned Fruits
35c Goods

at

Lawn Fences both Wire
and Iron, Tree Guards, Iron
Benches, Vases, Etc. Estimates gladly furnished.

Finch's Golden Wedding itye, aged
the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixbby, of course.

liiriwin

The E. Romero Hose and Fire company will hold its regular monthly
meeting tonight. All members are requested to be present

Fresh Strawberries Every
Dxy

ASYLUM CLERK IS

The name of Charles Greenclay was
omitted in the list of contributors to
the fund for the summer camp in last
night's Optic. Mr. Greenclay donated
$3 to the fund.

STEARNS STORE

ill,

i, ij
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We're showing quite an assort
ment of really beautiful patterns
and guaranteeing every yard.
Come in and see this strictly up.
toate matting.

MILLS

Harf, Scliaffrier and Marx
Or The L System Clothes

'

Vi

ir&de Mark,

To-da- y.

On account of

.

ir"

for tlie Bedroom, after all, as a
real good Matting, especially when
you can get one at a moderato
price that has no odor whatever,
and will not fade, no matter how
long exposed to the sunlight.
Can be sewed like any carpet
and wears Lke the old fashioned
"All Wool and Yard Wide" variety.
Tightly woven and the most sani.
tary matting made.
The Genuine
bears this

llfnlrt
IIUIu

Wm

r',"!""A,T!T"'.'

NOTHING SO NICE

Phone Main 379

In

WHILE THEY LAST

.V

SSi--

Por-veni- r.

25 CENTS

1 1

lamps at 7:32

You will enjoy fishing or horseback
r;ding in the mountains of El
Phone Olive 5174 or Main 20.

'

w

JflRE

We Have Plenty on Hand
From 1 Foot to 6 Foot High

Try a dram ol Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Sliced Peaches, Lemon Cling Peaches, Golden
Drop Plums. Muscat Grapes, Sliced Apricots,
Peeled Apricots, Red Plums, Del Honte Black-

berries

POULTRY

Read Baearach's ad on page four.

automobile
Light
o'clock this evening.

FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1913.

Must Be Your Chrice If
You Choose Right
YOU are figuring right now on
buying: a SPRING SUIT and wonder-

ing what mike and style to buy.
Settle this immediately by deciding-oa Hart Schaffner and Marx or an
L System as these two High Grade
Lines of Clothing will assure you absolute satisfaction. They are designed and cut with more minute and
exact reference to your figure than
any other clothes made. All coats fit
closely about the neck and hug the
collar. The patterns for Spring are
t
Smart and Bright hut Vprv

lit
ku

ftfe-i-

4

13
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backward season
SUPERINTENDENT
Bacharach's guarantee to sell read- - ACTION OF
We
Give You Exclusive
SAID TO HAVE CAUSED DIS35c
YAR.D
Hamilton
garments cheaper than any
Patterns
CORD
Perfect Fit
AMONG TRUSTEES.
other store in Las Vegas for the next
This Week a.t
II
two weeks.
Since the democratic members of
the board of trustees of the New
Mr. and Mrs. A.1 C. Hepner are the
Mexico Hospital for the Insane, eagOpposite V, M. C. A.
proud parents of a baby girl born to er to
distribute the plums to memthe mon last Monday. Hepner, who
bers of their own political faith, last
is a machinist at the Whalen garage.
fall Removed from office Superini
I
has been passing around th cigars
tendent H. M. Smith, though the latLABOR WORLD NOTES,
sice that time.
ter had a- - contract which required
him to furnish his services for a perO C O G
The Hermit Brotherhood, a society iod of three more
years, all aas not
' of
A general strike is seriousl yconsid- native people living in been running smoothly at the
composed
big
ered by the school teachers of France.
the vicnity of Hermit's peak, is held state institution.
a number of them were lining its spring ceremonies on top of
When the new
Dr. Recently
ed for disobeying the court's order to
the peak. The fires on the peak prob- William Porter superintendent,
Mills, tooK charge of
ably can be seen in Las Vegas
the institution, he found a competent disband their organization.
As late as the year 1SU0 men
corps of attendants and employes.
'
Immediately after his accession num- for organizing guilds or labor unions.
(
Owing to the fact that two of the bers of these resigned" or were dis for orgazining guilds or labor unions,
players of the Greys' baseball team charged, . many stating that the dis and the condition of the working clas
will be unabel toplay on next Sunday, cipline at the place had
Degun to go ses was little better only than that
v.ill be unabie to play on next Sunday, to pieces and that they either could of slaves.
are requested to be present at Amuse- not longer endure the conditions
Domestic servants in Chicago have
ment park Sunday afternoon for' 'prach ch existed there or had been disorganized in a real labor union. Untice.
The practice will begin' at 2 charged on grounds that could not der the name of the Household Work
'
'
o'clock.
be substantiated.
ers' association the union has obtain
The result has been that the insti- ed a charter from the American Fed
Yesterday afternoon Chief of Police tution has lost much of its efficiency, eration of Labor.
Ben Coles arested Miguel Qulntana according to persons who claim to
Ohio labor organizations have starton the charge of drunkenness nd dis- know. It is stated that more patients ed a
memorial fund to pay off a mort-- ;
order. Qulntana was broughv before have escaped within the past year gage on the home of the late
You will
no other
seeing the Aerolux
secretary
Judge D. R. Murray this morning and than in any other period in this his- of the Ohio Federation of Labor, Har
assessed $5, which included the fine tory of the asylum. City and county ry Thomas, and to educate his seven
and the costs. W. E. Dodge was ar officers have been called upon fre- children.
rested by Santa Fe Officer F. H. Hill quently to assist the institution in
A fall of coal which blocked the
Exclusive LoceJ Agents
this morning on the charge of vag- locating escaped patients.
shaft of the mine at Falishole Bel
Rumors
of
this
condition
have
been
and
when brought before Judge
ancy,
occurred the other day and the
D. R, Murray, was given a sentence flying about with more or less fre- gium,
strike leaders sent a large gang of
severa'i
for
months.
When
of ten days, which was, however, sus- quency
men to shore up the mine in order to
pended. Dodge left town after being the connection of Pedro Delgado,
was
severed from the asylum a prevent further damage.
released. Dodge claimed that he had clerk,
The Amalgamated Glass Workers of
come from California and that on his few days ago these rumors were renewed. ..The story of tils affair, if it Toronto, Ont., are asking for an inwas
he
robbed
sum
of
of
a
way
Two fine lots on Fifth St. East front, sidewalk and sewer
YOUR MONEY
The officers could get no has been correctly told, does not cast crease of five cents an hour over their
money.
desirable $550.00
very
28
rate
of
cents,, while the
particulars on which to work and any too great credit upwa the man present
are
inhorseshoers
a
of
the
seeking
agement
weekly
therefore the vagrant was released.
asylum.
It is stated that Mrs. Delgado, wife crease of $5. A minimum wage of
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